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“DALKEITH ON WARATAH” 87 Waratah Avenue, Dalkeith
FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER – APARTMENTS
IN THIS CELEBRATED RIVERSIDE SUBURB
• Super-sized luxury apartments ranging from 170m2 to 314m2
• Versatile single level, 2 or 3 bed, 2 bath, 2 separate living areas
• 3 bed, 3 bath, 2 separate living areas plus study – penthouses
• Generous entertaining terraces of up to 73m2
• Customised kitchen with Gaggenau appliances and wine fridge
• Reverse cycle air conditioning. Security access to the building
• Choice of premium stone or timber flooring to living areas
• 2 secure under croft car bays plus lockup storage room
• Pet friendly development subject to strata guidelines
• Dalkeith Village Shopping Centre next door to the apartments
With construction scheduled to commence early 2014,
off the plan sales will be limited, secure the best today.
Cheryl Stewart
Brian Bunney

+61 8 9388 3333

+61 427 916 818
+61 411 111 502

To view virtual tour of the development:
www.dalkeithonwaratah.com.au
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General Information

Clubhouse Opening Hours: 0630 to midnight
Monday to Friday 1830 to midnight
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1530 1830 to midnight
The last food orders are
1445 (Lunch) 2200 (Dinner)

Sports Changing Rooms

Daily 0700 to 2300

SPORTS ANNEXE BUILDING

Gymnasium

Daily 0630 to 2200

Lunch:
Monday to Saturday
1200 to 1500 (The last order is 1415)

Children’s Playroom

Daily 0900 to 2100

Golf Simulator

Daily 0900 to 2200

Snooker

Daily 1100 to 2300

Ten Pin Bowling Alley

Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 		
Sunday, Public Holiday 1000 to 2200
Monday & Wednesday 1400 to 2200

Video & DVD Library

Weekday 1300 to 2000
Saturday, Sunday 1100 to 1800
Public Holiday 1200 to 1700

Breakfast Menu 0730 to 1100
à la Carte from 1100 onwards
Breakfast Buffet on
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday 0730
to 1030
email: spinners@hkcc.org
Monday to Friday
1600 to 2300
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 2300
The last food order is 2230
email: sportsmanbar@hkcc.org
Monday to Thursday
1130 to midnight
Friday & Saturday
& Day Before Public Holiday
1130 to 0100
Sunday & Public Holiday
0900 to midnight
The last food order is 2230
Monday to Friday
1000 to 2100
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 2100
The last food order is 2045
email: poolcafe@hkcc.org
Annexe Bar
Daily 0930 to 2300
The last food order is 2100
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
from 0830 - Beverage Service only
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Pantone 187C

Daily 0730 to 2230

Early Bird Dim Sum:
Sunday 1030 to 1145

Daily 0730 to 2200
The last food order is 2130
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Squash Courts Complex

2nd Floor:
Sports Desk

Dinner: Daily 1800 to midnight
(The last order is 2230)
Reservations: 3511 8638
email: willowroom@hkcc.org

Pantone 274C

Daily 0700 to 2100

Reservations : 3511 8618
email: longroom@hkcc.org

Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1330 (The last order is 1315)
1345 to 1530 (The last order is 1445)

Pantone Process Cyan C

Swimming Pool Complex

Daily 0800 to 2300
Enquiry: 3511 8698

3rd Floor:
Cricket Centre

Daily 0830 to 2230

Sports Hall

Daily 0830 to 2230

Roof Top:
SAB Tennis Courts

Daily 0700 to 2300

HKCC SPORTS SHOP

Open every day
Monday to Thursday 1000 to 2000
Friday to Sunday 0900 to 2030
Enquiry: 2574 1861
email: hkcc@escapade.com.hk
		
stefanie@escapade.com.hk

B4 Prince’s Building,
10 Chater Road,
Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2810 6988
Fax: (852) 2810 6877
Email: dotcod@hkcc.org
Website: www.dotcod.com
Opening Hours:
0730-Midnight • Mon-Sat

From the Chair
Dear Members,

I

am delighted to report that our Men’s Senior
and Junior Cricket tour of Australia over Chinese
New Year was a great success. Players, families
and the like were treated to wonderful hospitality,
great weather and some excellent Cricket matches
at the SCG, Gabba (Brisbane) and Bradman Oval at
Bowral NSW. Sporting tours bring about the shared
experience, proud representation of HKCC and the
bond that the special circumstance brings. Thanks to
all those involved in making these tour a success and a
special thank you to Mr. Bob Bettridge whose tireless
(and always good humoured) work behind the scenes
as Tour organiser allows us to continue to venture afar
and strengthen international ties and promote, play
and enjoy Cricket.
Continuing on Tours, the Melbourne Cricket Club will
visit en masse for a Multi Sports Tour in April 5-7.
Almost 100 MCC members have registered and we look
for your support in providing some competiveness on
the sporting arena and the famous HKCC hospitality.
Excitingly, we are particularly fortunate to have been
invited to play a cricket match at Lord’s on Tuesday
22nd July against the Marylebone Cricket Club.
Congratulations to our coaches and players in the
Men’s National Cricket team for their double success in
qualifying for the preliminary knockout stage of the ICC
T20 World Cup and their third place in the ICC World
Cup Qualifier recently held in New Zealand where Hong
Kong were awarded ODI status, a magnificent and
unprecedented achievement. Also very well done the
HK Women’s team who recently finished third in their
ACC Champions Cup in Thailand where HKCC boasted 9
players in the squad.

HKCC Rugby first XV continues to wrestle for top spot
with old foe, Valley. We wish them well in their pursuit
of the Premiership. Excitement is building for the
Rugby 7’s and we wish the HK team good fortune and,
no doubt, a big fun filled week for the rest of us.
Thank you for your generous contributions to the
staff Lai See fund. We will celebrate our annual Staff
Dinner in early March and there thank the staff and
management for their good work over the last year.
As always, we will encourage them to strive for even
higher levels of service and consistency. An all staff
training programme is planned in March and April to
focus on Service, Safety & Housekeeping.
We are now preparing our accounts for the AGM due
in May and Members will be pleased to see a marked
improvement of last year and against budget. Overall,
the accounts remain healthy with strong cash flow and
capital reserves. Our operating targets have, for the
first months of this year, also been exceeded. We will
ensure we continue to offer good value and the best
prices to Members while delivering quality and service
in sports, exercise, recreation, food and beverage.
The cool weather has definitely arrived as I write and
with that, enjoy the brief breather, before the summer!

Gavin Erasmus
Chairman

At home, our teams are showing good fight for the
various titles and I trust that the Year of the Horse will
be happy, healthy and successful for all our sports men
and women.

March The Pinkun
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Coate’s Notes
March 2014

A

Happy New
Year and Kung
Hei Fat Choy
for The Year of the
Horse! We reflect on
2013 positively with a
solid financial result,
i n c re a s e d Fo o d &
Beverage turnover
(200,000 + covers!),
a successful capital
works programme,
including a new
Kitchen, refurbished
Men’s Change Rooms, installation of Green Wall,
preventative repair and maintenance programmes. This
is truly a huge team effort; not only from the 178 staff,
but also committee, management, sporting conveners
and volunteers. I take the opportunity to say thank you
and well done on making HKCC the leading Cricket and
Sports Club in Hong Kong.
The Hong Kong National Men’s Cricket team finished
3rd in the ICC World Cup qualifier in New Zealand in
February. The team was ranked 8th going into the
competition and beat the favourite (and ultimate
winner) Scotland. This affords Hong Kong ICC One Day
International (ODI) status for the first time in its history.
HKCC congratulates the players, coaches and HKCA. The
team now heads to Dubai to prepare for the T20 World
Cup in Bangladesh in March.

The Junior Cricket Programme – Gappers continues to
prove incredibly popular and successful. Over the CNY
holidays 70 children (and parents) took part with great
delight in an inaugural junior cricket tournament. Thank
you, to all those who assisted and participated.
The period 17th to 21st July will see England take on
India in the second Test Match of the series, at Lord’s.
HKCC has been fortunate to once again secure a private
box at Lord’s. Registrations of interest are now being
taken on a first come first served basis and priority given
to Members residing in Hong Kong. Please email me
directly at richardcoate@hkcc.org. Excitingly, HKCC will
play a match against the MCC on the day following the
Test Match at Lord’s, Tuesday 22nd July!
The Club’s Master Planning is in full swing with feasibility
studies being carried out on structure, space and
design. The Committee has agreed to an intensive 15week programme for the first stage of the Plan. It is
hoped that some conceptual designs and options will be
presented to Members prior to the AGM on 26th May.
The Rugby Sevens will again see HKCC provide several
Members playing for Hong Kong. We are indeed
fortunate to provide a limited amount of tickets to
Members, thanks to Rugby’s strong representational
presence in the national competition.
Finally, thank you to Members who contributed to the
staff’s Lai See fund. It is greatly appreciated.
Rick Coate
General Manager

The MCC Melbourne will tour to HKCC from 31st March
to mid-April. So far, 90 MCC players and partners have
registered! Sports will include Cricket, Squash, Tennis,
Hockey, Lawn Bowls, Netball and Golf. A range of social
activities are also planned. Members may recall the
Club’s tour to the MCC in 2011 with fond memories of
competition, camaraderie and outstanding hospitality,
so we plan to make this return visit memorable. We can
only achieve this with your involvement and support so
please ‘save the dates.’
The Annual Staff Party will be held on Monday 3rd
March, so please note that the Club will close early at
5.00 p.m. on that day.
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Stan Sharwood

Membership News
February
Senior Ordinary Members
N.C. Raymond
New Subscriber Members
Albert W.K. Lee
Sam T.S. Chan

Stan - back row - first right - Rothman's Cup, 1974

S

tan the Man, a worthy Wanderer, gone to the big
field in the sky, where his performance on the
field and his presence off the field, will be much
appreciated.
Some may recall the Rothman’s final, KCC versus
the Wanderers, where the outcome was a foregone
conclusion. KCC supporters turned up with crates of
champagne to celebrate the inevitable result.

New Nominee Members
J.P. Allen
J. Alu
Ben H.F. Chan
S.B. Frank
C.A. Hancorn
Mrs. L.F. Key
A.P. Nangia
J.C. Sprengelmeijer
S. Thambi
S.Vora
Shermond C.M. Wong

New Sporting
Members
Ms. A.E. Moss
Ms. L. Moran
N. Wheatley
New Junior
Sporting Members
W.J.P. Forsythe
Ms. C.H. Gourley
Ms. E.J. Krol
S.R. West

Resignations –
Nominee
V. Dube
S.W. Fryer
N.J. HorsleyHeather
C. Fernandez
Infesta
D.A. Poureshagh
R. Rooks
J.A. Williams
M. Wong

Departures
Davy C.Y. Ho
T. Mutch
Stephen Pang
Ms. C.A. Radcliffe
D.M. Sherry
Ms. Nadia Wong

Staff News
Chinese New Year arrivals…

The Optimists held their annual curry lunch, not wishing
to give their Club's side any support.
Wanderers managed the final through an easy draw
- KCC faced stiff opposition on their way to what was
to be an easy trouncing of the Cinderella side of the
League. KCC batted first and, thanks to Stan primarily,
could only manage 147 runs in their allotted 45 overs.
Stan's figures, 9 overs three wickets for only 12 runs.
Wanderers were 47 for 7. Champagne was flowing from
the KCC supporters.

Club System Analyst, Timothy Tang, and wife Lilian,
welcomed a daughter, Karris, on 4th February.

Bulfield and Hemshall stayed and put on the 101
necessary for victory.
We purchased the remains of the champagne from the
boys from China. The yard of ale was in repeated use
and the floor of the bottom bar at Chater Road was
awash. Without Stan's outstanding contribution, I feel
we may not have won.
Raise your glasses to Stan The Man, a Great Man!
Dipper (Mike Duggan)
Editor’s Note: Stan Sharwood, a Hong Kong District
Court Judge, was a brilliant raconteur, his after-dinner
speeches at Club events were memorable. He joined
the Club in 1972 and returned to Australia in 1997.
Our deepest sympathies are extended to his family in
Australia.

Matt Johnson, former Scorpion and Witherer (and
son of Pinkun Editor) and Joanne became first-time
parents on 7th February. They took their 10-day old
daughter, Isla, for her first stroll by the sea in Essex.
Joanne held the camera, but Isla had better things on
her mind.
March The Pinkun
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Club Sports Contacts
CRICKET
Captain of Cricket
Darren Tucker		
9027 3494
email: darren.tucker@newbalance.com
WOMEN’S CRICKET
Convenor
Anita Miles		
9155 7300
email: anitamiles@strawberrynet.com
HOCKEY
Convenor
Matthew Deayton
9612 8444
email: matt8889@gmail.com
LAWN BOWLS
Convenor
Glyn Davies
2803 6189(o) 9330 1948(m)
email: davglyn@gmail.com
Ladies Captain
Teresa Yung 		
9133 7630
email: yungpikyiu@gmail.com
NETBALL
Convenor
Amanda Parker
email: hkccnetballconvenor@gmail.com
RUGBY
Convenor
Graeme Pyott
email: rugby.chairman@hkcc.org
Club Captain
Ben Garland		
9864 7645
email: rugby.captain@hkcc.org
SQUASH
Convenor
Steve Ellis		
9260 8289
email: steveellis@netvigator.com
TENNIS
Convenor
Debbie See
email: tennis@hkcc.org
GOLF
Mark Winstanley
9193 5246
email: winstanleyma@gmail.com
TABLE TENNIS
Simon Chan
email: chan.simon@dorsey.com
TEN PIN BOWLING
Convenor
Tony Ku
email: tkukkk@biznetvigator.com
Captain
Nicholas Brown
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HKCC Sports Coaches
For all enquiries, please call Sports Desk, 3511 8698 email: recreation@hkcc.org

Cricket
Simon Cook

ECB Level 4 Coach
Phone: 9224 4497

email: simoncook@hkcc.org

Courtney Kruger

Cricket Australia Level 1 Coach
Phone: 9740 0125
email: courtneykruger@hkcc.org

Clare Crewdson

Cricket Australia Level 1 Coach
Phone: 5507 9220

Scott McKechnie

email: clarecrewdson@hkcc.org

BCB Level 2 Coach
Phone: 6979 7155

email: mckechniescott@hkcc.org

Golf
Adrian Waters

Member of the Professional Golfers Association
Golf Clinics and Junior Programme
Phone: 3511-8699
email: golf@hkcc.org

Gym & Fitness
Amin Ashraf
Ben Simpson

Personal Trainer
Phone: 6406 0872

email: aminashraf@hkcc.org

Bachelor’s Degree in Sport and Exercise
with Honours in Exercise Physiology
Phone: 9274 1230
email: bensimpson@hkcc.org

Hockey
Genevieve Frank

Level 1 Coach
Phone: 5169 6835

email: genfrank@hkcc.org

Rugby
Andrew Hall

Head Coach, Scotland Inteemail: rugby.coach@hkcc.org

Squash
Dick Lau

Head Coach
Phone: 5600 0172

email: squash@hkcc.org

Swimming
Chris Funnell

ASA Full (Level 2) Swimming Teacher
Phone: 2540 1257
email: admin@multi-sport.com.hk

Tennis
Marc Silva

Head Tennis Professional
Phone: 3511 8692
email: headtennispro@hkcc.org

JP Jorge

Senior Tennis Professional
Phone: 5339 1009

Jason Lijewski

email: jpjorge@hkcc.org

Senior Tennis Professional
Phone: 9653 2782
email: jasonlijewski@hkcc.org

March The Pinkun
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ACTIVITIES
Multi-Purpose Room

Check www.hkcc.org for more details on Activities

Timetable - March 2014

Adult
Aerobics			

Dori Dainton

2895-6453 or 9462-0352

Aerobic Kickboxing		

Karen Plowman

9644-4560

Bums, Legs & Tums		

Sandy Dodd

6334-5318

Group Fitness Classes		

Recreation Dept.

3511-8699

Pilates			

Jun Mabaquiano

9400-7523

Scottish Country Dancing		

Joseph Schembri

9378-5380

Southern School of Dance		

Marion Knight

2872-6917

Tai Chi and Qi Gong		
Cathy Ho
call Recreation Dept.
			

3511-8698

Weight Watchers
Area Cooordinator Hong Kong
Kate Mahjoubian
katemahjoubian@gmail.com

6462-6559

Yoga		
		

Sally Morris
sallyewigley@yahoo.co.uk

9229-7292

Junior
Cricket
The Gappers 		

Call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

The Ramblers (U14-U17)		

Call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

Junior Netball
Veronica Arnold		
ronarnoldhk@gmail.com
Southern School of Dance		

Marion Knight

2872-6917

Ten Pin Bowling
Sports Desk			

3511-8698

The Ramblers (U14-U17)		

3511-8698

Call Recreation Dept.

For all information refer to Brochure
which can be collected at Reception
Junior Sports
Gymnastics
Gym For Tots
Swim Programme 2014
Group Coaching
Multi-Sport
		
Tel: 2540-1257 / Fax: 2609-1779
		
admin@multi-sport.com.hk
Parent and Baby Swimming
Adults Master Swimming
Adults Stroke Clinic
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MONDAY
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1145 - 1400
1415 - 1845
1900 - 2200

Bums, Legs & Tums
Pilates with Jun
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Scottish Country Dancing

TUESDAY
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1200
1300 - 1430
1445 - 1745
1800 - 1900
1930 – 2030
2030 – 2230

Cardio Kick Fit
Tai Chi & Qi Gong Workshop
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums
Netball
Table-Tennis

WEDNESDAY
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1200 - 1430
1445 - 2000
2015 - 2230

Bums, Legs & Tums
Pilates with Jun
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

THURSDAY
0915 - 1015
1045 - 1345
1400 - 1730
1800 - 1900
2015 - 2230

Whole Body Circuit
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums
Table-Tennis (Team Practice)

FRIDAY
0915 - 1015
1100 - 1200
1215 - 1430
1445 - 1930
1945 - 2230

Body Sculpt with Dori
Yoga for Adults
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

SATURDAY
0900 - 1600 Multi-Sport Gymnastics
1615 - 1745 Jazz Funk / Hip-Hop Dance
1800 – 2230 Table-Tennis
SUNDAY
0900 - 2230

Table-Tennis

Reciprocal Clubs
HKCC Reciprocal Clubs, Overseas

IAC Reciprocal Clubs

Australia

AFRICA

Canberra Club Ltd.
Melbourne Cricket Club
Queensland Cricketers Club
Royal Automobile Club of Australia — Sydney*
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV) Ltd.*
Royal Kings Park Tennis Club
Tattersalls Club, Sydney
Western Australian Cricket Association
The Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club, Melbourne

Canada

The National Club - Toronto, Ontario
Toronto Cricket Skating & Curling Club

China

Beijing Riviera Country Club*

England

Marylebone Cricket Club
Stoke Park Club*
The East India Club*
The Lansdowne Club*
The Naval & Military Club (The In & Out Club)*
The Royal Over-Seas League*
The St. James’s Club*
Lindrick Golf Club, Nottingham - New

India

Best Club, Bangalore*
Bombay Gymkhana
IBIZA- The Club*
India Tennis Centre*
Princeton Club, Calcutta
The Cricket Club of India, Mumbai*
Umed Club, Jodhpur*		

Indonesia

International Sports Club of Indonesia, Jakarta

Japan

The Yokohama Country & Athletic Club

Malaysia

Penang Club
The Kinabalu Club, Sabah
The Raintree, Kuala Lumpur
The Royal Selangor Club, Kuala Lumpur

Philippines

Manila Club Inc.
Nomads Sports Club, Manila

Scotland

The Royal Over-Seas League, Edinburgh*
The Royal Scots Club, Edinburgh*
The Western Club, Glasgow*

Singapore

Singapore Cricket Club
The British Club

South Africa Kelvin Grove, Cape Town
Thailand

Chiangmai Gymkhana Club
R.B.S.C. Polo Club, Bangkok
Royal Bangkok Sports Club
The British Club, Bangkok

UAE

The Dubai Country Club Ltd. - currently closed

USA

University Club of Chicago

Affiliate Member Clubs:
Shanghai Cricket Club
Bickley Park Cricket Club, Bromley,
Kent, England
Stragglers of Asia, England
The Crusaders, Melbourne, Australia
"The Willows", Christchurch, New Zealand

Nairobi

Kenya

Capital Club East Africa

ARABIAN PENINSULA
Bahrain
UAE

Manama
Dubai

Capital Club
Capital Club

Beijing
Beijing
Beijing
Hangzhou
Nanjing
Qingdao
Shanghai
Xiamen
Medan
Seoul
Kuala Lumpur
Manila
Bangkok
Phuket

Chang An Club
Manet Club
Summit Club
West Lake Meilu Club
The Heritage Club
The Peninsula Club
Shanghai Racquet Club
The International Club
The City Hall Club
Seoul City Club
Bankers Club
Tower Club
Cascade Club & Spa
Royal Phuket Marina Health Club

ASIA
China

Indonesia
Korea
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand

EUROPE
Denmark
Germany

Copenhagen
Berlin
Berlin
		
Berlin
Beuerberg
Bremen
Cologne
Duesseldorf
Neuberg an der Donau
Hamburg
Leipzig
Orsingen Nenzingen
Stuttgart
Poland
Czestochowa
Warsaw
Romania
Slanic Moldova
Spain
Barcelona
U.K.
London
Welwyn, Herts

IS Club
Berlin Capital Club
Berliner Golf & Country Club
Motzener See
Golfpark Schloss Wilkendorf
Golfclub Beuerberg e.V.
Havanna Lounge Bremen
Rotonda Business Club
Wirtschaftsclub Duesseldorf
Wittelsbacher Golfclub & Hotel
Golfanlage Green Eagle e.V.
Club International e.V.
Golf Club Schloss Langenstein
Business Club Schloss Solitude
Rosa Private Golf Club
Klub Polskiej Rady Biznesu
Vila Siam Boutique Hotel & Club
Barcelona International
London Capital Club
Brocket Golf Club

U.S.A.		
Georgia
Atlanta
		

Cuscowilla Golf Resort on Lake 		
Oconee

* Accommodation Facilities Available
• Signing In
• Method of Payment  
• Maximum Length of Stay  	
• Restrictions
This information may be obtained from HKCC Membership
Secretary, Clara Hung, on 3511-8616
Please note that Introduction Cards must be collected from
the Club’s General Office prior to your visit to these Overseas
Reciprocal Clubs
March The Pinkun
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Cricket

Update from Dom Bunning

H

KCC enjoyed a productive
and successful tour to
Australia for both Seniors and
Juniors (please see following pages)
but, closer to home, there were also
plenty of successes to report.
In Saturday cricket, the Witherers
secured the Division 2 title and will
go into the playoffs as favourites,
following a win in their first game
of the calendar year against Laguna
Gully. Batting first, Charlie "Sparky"
Bright racked up a sensational 122*,
and helped by "Roaring" Matty
Lyons (53) got the Witherers to
236. In reply, Dave "Alfie" Adnams,
Sean Robson and Ahan Manglik tore
through the Gully, knocking them
over for just 60 runs.

Scott McKechnie-150 for Scorpions v. LSW

Meanwhile, the Gap Ramblers took
fourth place, and will also be looking
to push for promotion to the top
division next year. After a close
loss to CCC where, despite David
Varley's 83, the Ramblers couldn't
quite chase down a stiff target.The
Ramblers scored a good win over
Centaurs. Keeping the opposition
to just 196 in their 35 overs, the
batting of Diyutesh Chaudhuri (52),
David Varley (61) and Harry Bailey
(69*) easily saw the Ramblers home.
This fine victory was followed by a
sensational win over Little Sai Wan.
Chasing just 214, thanks to 3 wickets
for Courtney "get him on at both
ends" Kruger and 4 for David "best
12
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leg spinner in the Club/world" Varley,
the batting was stumbling, until a
fine 78 from old hand Shane Sibraa
saw the Ramblers over the line.
Both teams have one game left
to play this season before the
knockouts.

The Nomads are still sitting pretty
in 2nd place in Division 1 but were
left ruing an agonizingly close finish
versus KCC. Chasing 217, with
wickets shared round the bowling,
the Nomads were looking on course
for a win with a fine 42 from skipper
Paul Watkins and Scott McKechnie
looking well placed. However, the run
rate was climbing higher and despite
31 from Phil Holmewood, and a fine
84* from Scott, the Nomads left a
little too much to do, resulting in an
epic tie at Cox's Road.
On Sundays, the Optimists' mixed
season continued with a fine win
against SLCC built on 58 by Eliot
"Julie" Andrews which helped the
HKCC boys to a total of 219. In
response, Ahan Manglik was the
key troublemaker, taking 4-25 from
his 9 overs. Sadly, a fine 100 by Paul
Watkins could not prevent a loss at
LSW however, with the opposition’s
306 proving a touch out of reach. The
Optimists remain poised to pounce
from 6th in the table, however.
The Scorpions continued their fine
run with two victories and plenty of
runs. LSW were seen off thanks to a

masterclass from Scott McKechnie
(150) and Billy Henwood (92). In
reply, Gianluca Lamplough and Matt
Rafter shared 9 wickets to knock
the opposition over for 193. This
crushing win had followed another
big win over SLCC, where Toby Brown
(74) starred with the bat, and wickets
were shared around between Rafter,
Lamplough, Rizzy Raja and Jhata
Subramanyan.
The Wanderers secured their second
win of the season. Ciaran "The Crow"
McCassey and Mitch "Back from
retirement" Boss were the pick of
the bowling, as the Vagabonds were
kept to just 149. In response, a fine
78 from Will Jones was enough to
provide some cheer for "the good
guys", whose season has been
blighted by injury to key players.
With two derby days to go on the
bounce, the Wanderers will be
hoping to continue their good form
under stand-in skipper and all round
good egg Jon "The Sausage" Bond.
Tim McMahon's Premier League
side found life tough going against
Pakistan Association, managing just
171 from their 50 overs. Plenty of
players got a start, but none made it
count with a big score, and defending
such a total was always going to be
a tough ask, despite the bowlers all
pushing hard and picking up four
wickets. But with 5 games still to go,
there is plenty of opportunity for
the 50 overs
team to make
up for their
early season
lack of form
and push
higher up the
ladder.

(pictures: Scorpions v.
LSW by Gianluca Lamplough)

Cricket

CNY Australia Cricket Tour – Sydney and Brisbane
by William Jones and Elliot Andrews (Assistant)
Match Day 1 - versus Sydney Cricket Club at the SCG

A

s the team walked into the
stadium, Tim McMahon
sniffed the air and smiled
at the familiar smell of the SCG happy to be home, albeit in the Away
dressing room. We filed in one by
one and staked out our spots in what
had so recently been the home of
English humiliation. We were hoping
to fare better than the previous
tenants.
With an overnight flight behind
us, the prospect of playing at such
hallowed an arena heightened our
alertness in a way that the airport
coffee had failed to do.
We donned the whites and blazers pausing to read some of the graffiti
left by many well known Test players
- and strode out onto the ground,
soaking in the atmosphere and
appreciating the sight of our names
on the giant scoreboard. George
L a m p l o u g h wa s h i s i n i m i ta b l e
buzzing self with his pre-game ritual
of excessive warm ups - 20 pushups and 100 eyebrow raises. Others
went to inspect the pitch, a hard
deck which looked like it had enough
in it for the bowlers to keep them
happy. The toss was lost, and the SCG
XI decided to bat, aiming to put runs
on the board and control the game.
A f te r t h e u s u a l fo r m a l i t i e s o f
team photos, Dave Adnams and
Giacomo Lamplough took the new
ball, providing a steady start at the
bowling crease. The ball was moving
and the bat was beaten often, but
we bowled with little success. As we
ran through the changes, the SCG XI
started to get into their stride with
balls starting to come out of the
middle to the boundary at regular
intervals but, with many a play-and-

miss in between. After 15 overs of
frustration, Matt Rafter finally got
the breakthrough, bowling Chapman
for 42. This brought us to drinks at 1
for 89 - an unusually salty beverage
of undetermined flavour, which we
assumed to be “pro’s drink” and
gulped it down eagerly.
It was time for spin in the form of
Tim Cutler, but former Optimist Mark
Fuzes was well into his stride and
accelerated to his retirement for a
54 that was, those that hadn’t seen
him before were told, “very much
in his usual style”. This brought to
the crease former HKCC and NSW
player Adrian Tucker, but now the
screws were on as Cutler and Rafter
pulled the run rate back below five.
More strategic bowling changes, and
wickets started to fall - McKechnie
juggling an edge from Tucker onto
the top of middle stump, before
grasping it more permanently to
give McAssey a wicket, and then
executing a smart stumping off
Jones.

34 balls from M.Lewis propelled
SCC to 240 from their 40 overs. A
challenging target, we thought, but
one which we felt was achievable if
we got off to a good start.
After the lunch and stories in the
home dressing room, our openers
set out to make history by becoming
the first Hong Kong team to win
at the SCG. After keeping out the
first three, McMahon played back
to one he probably should have
played forward to, and was bowled.
John Rafter edged one behind soon
afterward. Not quite the start we
hoped for.
Matt Rafter and Scott Mckechnie
began to consolidate, but scoring
was slow and the required run-rate
continued to climb making the task
ahead ever more daunting. Scott
perished trying to hit Adrian Tucker
over the top - 56/3. William Jones
joined Rafter and the pair added
another 41 before Jones also fell,
trying to accelerate - 97/4 after 24
overs.

There were wickets too for Cutler
and Giacomo, but a quickfire 57 off
March The Pinkun
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Enter Tim Cutler. On his return to
Australia, the prodigal son seemed
eager to stake his claim for the
Australian T20 squad for the World
Cup. He smashed the ball to all parts
of the ground, clearing the ropes
with consummate ease and with
stroke play that is best described
as “uncomplicated”. As we moved
within 100 of victory, some were
just beginning to believe that a
memorable victory might be on
the cards. But somewhere in the
outback, a butterfly flapped its
wings, a little gust of wind hit the
SCG and pushed another Cutler linedrive into the waiting hands of longoff.
Having passed 50, Matt Rafter began
to pick up the run rate, adding
to his personal tally with regular
boundaries, but the partners were
running out (literally in Giacomo's
case) at the other end. Despite a
late cameo from McAssey, we fell 16
runs short in the end. Matt Rafter
ensured that we took something
memorable from by day by bringing
up an excellent hundred.
We retreated to the changing rooms,
disappointed but proud, at what had
been an amazing day. As we walked
back into the Members Stand, we
caught Matt Rafter attempting to
scribble his name onto the honours
board but managed to convince him
it was not appropriate. We made our
way into the opposition changing
rooms for beers, presentations and
made peace with what happened on
the field.
After showering and changing, we
were treated to a drinks reception on
the outfield in front of the Members
Stand, before retiring to the Long
Room for a formal dinner. Scotty
emerged sometime later, having
finally got his hair “just right”.
The scene was magnificent - our
places set, lighting dimmed, and the
stage given to Tim McMahon for
the customary visitors’ speech. So
14
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Matt Rafter acknowledging an excellent 100

gracious was he in defeat that we
can only wonder to what level he
might have risen in victory. As the
evening unfolded, war stories were
shared, friends were made and the
upcoming SCC tour to Hong Kong
was contemplated. The food was
excellent, the drink was flowing, and
the whole scene started to move into
soft focus. The lights outside were
turned on full for our after dinner
drinks, and the many New Zealanders
in the party were left to imagine how
perfect it would all be without any
Australians around.
After a long flight and a full first
d ay, w e m a d e o u r w ay t o o u r
accommodation - some to sleep the
sleep of the blessed, some to drink
the drinks of the damned.

Match Day 2 - versus
Hamman Invitational XI
at Mandalong Cricket
Ground
Waking up from what seemed like a
short sleep, we piled into the bus for
the pleasant 90 minute drive north
from Sydney until we appeared to
have reached the middle of nowhere.
There we were met by Stirling
Hamman, father of former HKCC
Wanderers captain, Rowan Hamman.
Mandalong Cricket Ground (or MCG
to the locals) was created by Stirling
after he had a dream to have his

own ground. A cricket enthusiast of
the utmost calibre, and never short
of a good yarn, he has fashioned a
ground out in the bush over the last
twenty years. Once the trees cleared
and the dust had settled, in front
of us was one of the only privately
owned cricket grounds in Australia a picturesque pitch where the term
“multipurpose” is banned. It is a
cricket ground and a cricket ground
only. It also has Wallabies.
The Away dressing room was a
breezy, open-air construction with
probably the most comfortable
couches any of us had sat on in years.
The toss was anything but
conventional. The coin gave way to
the “hills or valleys method” that
predominates in backyard cricket,
but with a bat that may well have
been owned by WG Grace - or
his grandfather. Captain Kieran
McAssey, unaware of recent research
in quantum physics, called valleys,
but hills it was, and the home team
elected to bat on what looked to be
a dry wicket.
We started well as a couple of
H a m m a n b ro t h e rs o p e n e d t h e
innings. A couple of loose balls went
to the boundary as Rowan Hamman
had some repressed anger to relieve
against his old team mates. He
looked good until he decided to run a
quick single to Elliot Andrews at mid-

Cricket
and it was looking like
an uphill battle.
Nick Smith, cousin to
the Lamplough Lads,
joined Matt and upped the scoring,
and this spurred Rafter into being
a little more adventurous and we
started to cruise towards the target.

Combined teams at Mandalong

off. Elliott considers himself to be the
Jonty Rhodes of Hong Kong (albeit
trapped in the body of Voldemort)
and threw down the stumps to send
Rowan on his way for 11. Adnams
picked up the second wicket to bring
Jimmy Peterson, another former
HKCC player, to the crease.
Before long Tim Cutler came on to
open the next part of the story. He is
not the main star of this chapter, but
he began it by tossing the ball up to
Jimmy, who hit firmly back over Elliot
at mid-on, a couple of bounces, and
through the fence into the paddock
beyond. And then the comedy
began. Elliot crouched and passed
expertly through the barbed wire
fence, retrieved the ball and threw it
back. Cutts prepared to bowl, Jimmy
prepared to face up, but something
was wrong - Elliot had discovered
some irreversible mathematics
involving a cricket shirt and barbed
wire. Ten HKCC cricketers fell about
laughing, one writhed like a great
bald fly trapped on a metal web, and
the Jones children had flashbacks
of the end of a Harry Potter film.
Emboldened by the encouraging
chortling of his team-mates,
Voldemort eventually managed to
tear away enough of his shirt to
escape the trap and resume his place
in the field. Plukka, needless to say,
would be his for the weekend.
Back in the game after the
entertaining break, runs became

very hard to come by, as some tight
bowling and regular wickets meant
that the run rate was kept down.
It wasn’t long until William Jones,
looking to get into the spirit of silentfilm comedy that Elliot had begun,
trod on a ball while trying to field it
and sprained his ankle - a similar fate
to that which befell Glenn McGrath
in 2005 - and hobbled from the field
to pack it in ice for the rest of the
day. The Jones children, Emma and
Matthew, were called on to take
turns as substitute fielders. Neither
became stuck in any fences.
An excellent 55 from Jimmy and a
late onslaught got the home side to
169 from 40 overs, but confidence
was high that we would polish those
off comfortably.
After a leisurely lunch, Ciaran
unveiled the batting order - the big
guns, Cutts and Elliot up front, to give
us a fast start . Unfortunately, the big
cannons were actually cannon fodder
- both returning to the hutch without
troubling the scorer. Tour sponsor
Rowan Fielke was given a generous
lifeline from his best mate Ciaran at
square-leg after a stumping appeal
that many thought was a pretty
good shout. (Ciaran later claimed
that Rowan was “back in his crease
by the time I opened my eyes”).
Spurred on by this, Rowan and Matt
Rafter held steady and a partnership
blossomed, but the rate was slow

The game was set for a tight finish,
but with 50 to get from 10 overs
and 7 wickets in hand it was ours
for the taking. Or for the giving.
Both Rafter (47) and Smith (34)
fell in quick succession and the
game turned once again. A flurry of
wickets and many dot balls saw us
suddenly 9 down with 39 still needed
and only 3 overs to go. Ciaran and
Vince Creagh knew that it was now
or never and started swinging for
the fences. Boundaries were coming
but it all came down to the final
over - McAssey versus Jimmy with
22 runs needed. An early couple of
boundaries gave us hope, but the
game was closed out and we ended
up 9 runs short. A disappointing end
to a great game in a unique location.
As we cracked open the beers and
enjoyed the setting. Stirling, ever the
entertainer, was an exceptional host
and we were extremely well looked
after.
If you lose the cricket, then there
is always the stump race, and this
allowed us to take away some pride
from the day by winning the fivea-side event on the treacherous
Mandalong Hill Course. No
spectators were harmed, but it was a
close thing.
A long trip back to Sydney capped
off a fantastic and special day playing
cricket in the Australian bush.

Weekend
With no matches over the weekend,
there was a variety of activities on
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offer- celebrating Wrighty’s birthday,
a guest appearance from the recently
departed Buddha, catching up with
the Junior tour, and a Sunday evening
visit to Stadium Australia for the T20
between England and Australia. The
Juniors were in good spirits, fresh off
a good win. However, England were
not and looked ready to board the
plane home, and played accordingly.

Match Day 3 - versus
Eastern Suburbs XI at
Waverley Oval
T h e to u r m atc h e s re s u m e d o n
Monday after the weekend break.
Nursing a few injuries to limb and
liver, the tourists visited the lovely
Waverley Oval in Bondi to take on
an Eastern Suburbs XI in a 40 over
fixture arranged by Tim Cutler formerly of that parish. Sydney
had turned out another perfect day
and the ground was at its best with
the newly rebuilt stands shining
gloriously in the summer sun.
Winning the toss, Captain Cutler
invited Easts to bat, and they got
off to a solid if unspectacular start
- Harinath and Loveday beginning
watchfully against Sean Robson (5
overs, 0/16) and debut tourist Simon
Cook (5 overs, 0/26), reaching 44/0
from the first 10 overs. Adnams
and Wrighty continued the tight
bowling and the innings continued
to meander, reaching 73/0 at the

at Waverley Oval
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halfway point. The second half of
the innings was to prove far more
compelling viewing.

yard circle before the umpire realised
what was going on and raised a
finger.

With Cutler entering the attack
and the batsmen sensing that they
needed to move the scoring on,
things suddenly began to happen.
Cutler trapped Harinath(31) in front,
before tempting Loveday down
the pitch to be well stumped by
Scotty for an aggressive 72. The
remainder of the innings was a
flurry of boundaries and wickets.
Cutler completed his 8 overs for an
excellent return of 3/28. Cookie
returned to wield the straight ball
like a hot knife through butter and
pick up 4 quick wickets, ending 4/35.
Adnams and McAssey also picked up
a wicket apiece, and Easts finished
with 188/9 from their 40 overs.

TMac was starting to look fluent,
but the introduction of wily legspinner Adrian Tucker (whom we
had encountered at the SCG) would
prove a challenge. After being let off
by a drop at mid-wicket, he perished
from a top-edged sweep from the
next ball. John Rafter started solidly
before hitting a full-toss straight to
square leg, and suddenly HKCC were
58/3 after 16 overs. Wright and
Jones were at the crease and the
tactics were simple - keep out the
dangerous Tucker and score from the
other end. The pair saw off Tucker,
and Wright took a liking to the
bowling of Tim Brown, hitting him
for regular boundaries before being
caught by Tucker from the bowling of
Sarkis for an excellent 46.

Scotty and Tim McMahon began
the quest for victory watchfully,
reaching 43/0 from 10 overs. One
of the Easts quicks had broken down
in the pre-match warm-ups, while
the other lasted two overs before
blowing a hamstring. This left only
a few medium pacers and some
spinners to be negotiated. Even
40 over crickets can be a battle of
attrition sometimes. With a junior
tour match in the afternoon, Scotty
had one eye on the clock to get away
and join them. After ten overs he
shuffled in front of a straight one and
began walking off, reaching the 30-

Cutler joined Jones with 69 needed
off 10 overs with 6 wickets in hand,
and they steadily scored at just over
a run a ball to get within sight of
victory. But both Jones (28) and
Cutler(29) departed in the 38th over,
and then 14 were needed off the last
two overs with Cook and Matt Rafter
at the crease. With 8 runs coming
off the 29th over, six were needed
from the last six balls. A couple of
singles reduced this to 4 from 4 balls
with Matty on strike. Unable to get
the next three balls away, we now
needed 4 from the last ball to win. A
drive to the cover sweeper brought
two, with Cook run out attempting
the tying third run. An agonising
loss in a game that we controlled for
most of the day.
Beers at the ground were followed
by an excellent Mexican meal at the
nearby Eastern Hotel and the aftermatch formalities. Tim Cutler took
over Plukka as the most well known
face by all when voting was called
for.

Cricket
Transfer to Queensland
We arrived in Brisbane,
not knowing where
Nerang was or what
to expect. Piling into
the bus for what seemed the five
hundredth time, there was an air of
anticipation as to what excitements
the Hinterland Hotel would have in
store for us. Let us diplomatically say
that there is certainly no place quite
like it.

Match Day 4 - versus
Queensland Cricketers
Club at Cheltenham Oval
After some confusion as to which
ground we were playing on, we
eventually ended up in the right spot.
Desperate for our first win on tour,
we took on Queensland Cricketers
Club in a 45 over match. With some
players not making the trip from
Sydney, we had been in danger of
being four players short. Fortunately
Dave Adnams rustled up his old mate
“Bones”, and three additional young
players from the Queensland cricket
scene (Luke, Bryce and Nick) made us
up to eleven.
We lost the toss and they elected
to bat on what looked to be a
reasonably flat track. With all of
their team over forty, and not many
helmets in sight, we were wondering
if we should open up with something
more gentle than our new ball pair.
But captain Adnams was resolute as
he uttered, not for the last time that
day, “punish the weak”.
Cookie and Adnams took the new
ball as the opener made full use of
his arm guard, which saved his head
on a couple of occasions. The verdict
on the wicket was downgraded to
“sporting”. Soon the wickets started
to fall - including a memorable Bob
Bettridge screamer at point. Wickets
fell at regular intervals, as skipper
Adnams licked his lips at a possible
first tour victory. Wrighty removed
the middle order to expose the tail,

and a very long tail it was too, as
they batted 13. Some great fielding
and sharp catches saw the hosts
dismissed for 79. Now all we had to
do was finish it off.
Following a excellent sandwich
lunch, we were determined to
make short work of it and get that
first win on the board, and that is
exactly what happened. Luke Boss
and Bob Bettridge faced the new
ball and looked in complete control.
Luke was as dashing in his youthful
exuberance, while Bob was rolling
back the years - little children came
out of their houses to admire his
brutal stroke-play. The result was a
commanding victory by 10 wickets as
we reached 97/0 - Luke 50* and Bob
40*.
We joined the opposition for some
mid-afternoon beers. Bob really hit
it off with their oldest player “Foss” even taking him back to the hotel for
a shower before the evening dinner
at the Gabba.

The Gabba
We were well stocked with beer
for our bus ride up to the Gabba in
Brisbane. The Queensland Cricketers
Club premises have a commanding
view of the Gabba and are full of
cricketing memorabilia. Bob took
a particular fondness to the wine
cabinet, but precautions had been
taken and it had been safely secured
out of his reach.
The three course dinner was superb,
and that brought us nicely to the
presentations. Adnams was unable
to contain his smile as the only
winning captain so far on tour, but
the opposition was very gracious
in defeat. A big thank you to the
Queensland Cricketers Club, who
put on a spectacular night that all
thoroughly enjoyed. Full of wine,
beer and three courses, we said our
goodbyes and a lot of tired bodies
piled back into the bus. The tour was
heading towards its final chapter.

Three course dinner at The Gabba

Match Day 5 - versus
Queensland Wanderers
at Cheltenham Oval
There was a distinct feeling of déjà
vu, as we pulled up to Cheltenham
Oval for the second time in two days.
After unpacking and walking out to
inspect the pitch, it became clear
that there was a problem. It had
rained heavily the previous evening,
and water had got under the covers
at one end, making the area around
and behind the stumps decidedly
boggy. It would be difficult for the
bowlers and keeper to maintain their
footing. With two bad ankles, a bad
foot and a few broken heartstrings,
the mood was one of caution and
discretion.
Queenlanders, howevers, are a tough
breed, and their captain was keen to
get on with things. After some repair
work involving grass clippings and
heavy rolling from the groundsman,
some drying sun, and some delicate
negotiations with the the opposing
captain and his own team, captain
William Jones eventually found
some middle ground - there would
be two T20 matches on the day and
Wanderers would bowl first. We
now had an opportunity to bring the
tour winning percentage to 50% and
we were determined from the start.
Out to open the innings strode
Wrighty and our newest recruit,
Duncan Allan, a Kenyan international
who is studying in Queensland.
Wrighty, clearly fired up by some
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The Mark Wright Show

of the pre-match events, was in an
uncompromising mood and got off
to a blistering start, taking 24 off the
3rd over and in no time, we started
piling on the runs. Allan (10), Dan
Woods (9) and Cutler (10), all had
brief stays at the crease, but this
was the Mark Wright Show and the
scoreboard advanced relentlessly.
Scott McKechnie was now firing
from the other end, and there was
nowhere to hide for the bowlers.
Wrighty was eventually out for an
excellent 61, Scotty for 43, and HKCC
posted 161 from their 20 overs.
With the top end sill rather soft,
we decided that this would be the
spinners end, and the quicks would
come uphill and into the wind
where the footing was surer. With
the crease slightly firmer on the
right hand side, Dave Adnams was
promoted to “spinner” and opened
up from the top end. Ten runs from
the first three balls proved a false
dawn, as Adnams went straight and
full to bowl opener Haslet with the
fourth ball.
W i t h C o o k i e b o w l i n g s t ra i g h t
and fast from the other end, the
Wanderers’ batsmen struggled.
Opting to go after Adnams, another
three perished early, and the runrate flatlined - 26/4 from 10 overs.
The game was effectively over when
their big hope, Charlie Hemphrey,
skied one to be caught and bowled
by Allan. There was some late hitting
from the Wanderers skipper Murphy,
18
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but they ended on 102 - HKCC
winning by 59 runs.
The second match saw the
Wanderers batting first and coming
up with much more positive intent.
There was an early wicket again for
Adnams, but balls also went regularly
to the boundary. The dangerous
Hemphrey, subject of much prematch hype from the opposition
captain, was looking to set himself.
But in one of the postcard moments
of the tour, Simon Cook nipped
one back and sent the off-stump
cartwheeling aesthetically from the
ground.
A top quality spell from Kenyan Allan
(3/25) checked their progress further,
and the score was 69/5 at the
halfway point. Rasmussen started to
get into full flow with the bat, and it
looked like we might be chasing 150.
Just when Wanderers looked to be
getting on top, Rasmussen took on a
Mark Wright bouncer and was well
caught by Allan on the midwicket
boundary. A late flurry of wickets
saw Wanderers bowled out for 117
in the final over.
When asked by one of the opposition
at lunch how his tour was going,
Elliot had replied “Pretty good. One
wicket. And two runs”. He was to
get the opportunity to improve his
stocks by opening the innings. Scotty
holed out early, but Elliot was joined
by Allan, and the two built steadily to
reach 46 from 8 overs. Both went in
quick succession (Elliot 24, Allan 21)

before Wright and Cutler took up the
mantle to add 34 runs in five overs.
Once more, a double breakthrough
turned the match, and we were in for
yet another close finish. This time,
however, we got over this line with
Cookie (18*) taking responsibility,
smiting a six over mid-wicket for the
win with three balls to spare.
Winning the last three matches
certainly made for a much more
upbeat flight back to Hong Kong,
but there were a lot of tired legs and
much sleeping.

Thank You
A tremendous thank you goes to
the sponsors - Rodney Miles of
Strawberry.net as well as Rowan
Fielke from the Thornton Group.
It makes a huge difference having
you on board and your generosity is
greatly appreciated.
Huge plaudits to Bob “ The King”
Bettridge for arranging yet another
fantastic tour. These tours could not
go ahead without your organization,
and also the wonderful work of Noel.
Thanks to all those that helped us
out on tour when numbers were
weak - Bonesy, Duncan, Luke, Nick,
Mark, Dan, Bryce and, of course,
Vince. We found it hard enough in
our early matches with eleven - we
didn’t like our chances with any less!
And lastly, thanks to all the tourists.
People make a tour much more than
the travel and the venues, and this
was an excellent tight knit bunch who
played hard but also remembered to
have fun.

From the match at the SCG to
the Mandalong bus trip and
the suburban anthropology
o f th e H i nte rl a n d h o te l ,
nothing will be forgotten.
Certainly not the names of
the grounds.
See it off!

Cricket
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"The toss was anything but conventional" - Mandalong
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Under 16s CNY Australia Tour
Tour Manager’s
report … from
George Lamplough

the time when, in not so many
years to come, one of our players
recognises one of the Sydney
or Bowral players batting for
Australia and remarks: "See that
chap - I first played against him in
Australia in 2014. He didn't make
many…" And on it will go … in the
very best traditions of the game.

T

he Hong Kong Cricket Club
w o u l d l i ke t o e x t e n d i t s
deepest appreciation to all
of our friends in Sydney and Bowral
who made this Tour possible.
When one Saturday morning about
14 months ago I was introduced to
Club Member Frank Veltro in the
Sportsman's Bar, and we discussed
the possibility of a Club Junior Tour to
Sydney, I knew then we would make
it happen. The Hong Kong Cricket
Club extends its special thanks to
Frank and to Jeff Warland who
arranged so many of our fixtures,
to St Ignatius' College Riverview,
Western Suburbs District Cricket
Club and their Emerging Magpies,
the Canterbury & Western Suburbs
Cricket Association, St Pius X College,
Chevalier College and the Bradman
Oval, Trinity Grammar School, St
Augustine's College and the Hornsby
Kuringai & Hills District Cricket
Association for kindly arranging our
fixtures. We certainly hope that
we will be able to return your kind
hospitality.

Not only did we have such a fine bunch of boys and girls on tour, we had
a wonderfully supportive group of parents, all of whom were always so
positive and helpful. Special thanks must go to Urvashi Sethi-Sodhi for putting
together our wonderful Tour Brochure and to all of the parents who worked
so diligently to ensure that the Tour took place without a hitch.
I reserve my last vote of thanks to the players from all of the teams. It is
wonderful that you have fallen in love with what is a most special game. If you
love it now, you will love it forever. One Saturday morning, after a horrible
week at school, you will make a hundred. The following Saturday, after
coming top of your class, you will be out for a duck. Cricket is a great leveller
and there is no other sport quite like it. It is a team game, where individual
performances count. It is a metaphor for life.

(All pictures by Sandip Bhatwadekar)

The opportunity to visit the
Bradman Museum, to play on the
Bradman Oval and watch Australia
v England at the ANZ Stadium were
Tour highlights. However, what we
valued most of all are the lifetime
friendships that were made on
Tour, which is what Tours are all
about. We are looking forward to
March The Pinkun
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Under 16s CNY Australia Tour
Match report by
Neal Ledger
Game 1 (30 overs):
On Friday 31 January 2014,
HKCC U16s defeated St.
Ignatius College Riverview
U14As at Riverview by 9
wickets; Riverview 111/5;
Ryan 71*; Vidit 2-6-2, Yash
6-10-1, Raag 5-15-1; HKCC
112/1; Cameron 69*,
Kabir 23; Chapman 6-23-1.

T

o misquote Henry Blofeld on
Freddie Flintoff: "Giacomo
starts in, his shadow beside
him. Where else would it be?"
And so commenced the first match
of the HKCC U16s' Tour to Sydney,
Giacomo striding purposefully across
the sun drenched turf, his shadow
but a moment's breath behind him.
The ball is played back with equal
intent. We have a match on our
hands!
Only a few hours earlier, the squad
had emerged bleary-eyed from the
depths of Aussie Immigration into
the dawn of a beautiful Sydney
summer's morning.
We have already snaked our way
through the impeccably manicured
grounds of St. Ignatius College past
one, two, three ... and even more ...
cricket squares, each one pleading
with us to stop, just for a second, to
play a few overs of bat on ball.
Landscaped perfection, which in
Hong Kong could easily be home
to several sixty storey high-rise
residential tower blocks. Perish the
thought!
We have settled for an elevated
position just above the school
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itself, overlooking the city in all its
resplendent glory.
But enough of the scenery and to the
game in hand. We are here to play
cricket!
H KC C h a v e w o n t h e t o s s a n d
elected to field. The first pairing of
Giacomo and Yash is pinning down
the Riverview openers with gritty
determination. The fielding is tight
and little is being given away. The
batting is slow but steady and no
breakthrough beckons ... until a
superb diving catch from Kabir at
backward point dismisses Kirk, who
looks dejected at the injustice of it
all.
At the halfway stage, Riverview
have just 35 runs to show for their
15 overs of toil in the hot sun. Not
enough, one feels.
A further hour or so of tight fielding
serves HKCC well with another
superb catch taken by Ravi to send
Lynch in the direction of the trees
and an early Gatorade.
Ryan Macelduff's eventual 71* steers
Riverview through to a session close
of 111 for 5, leaving HKCC to chase a

seemingly reachable 112 for victory.
Clearly, up until now, the fielders
h av e m o s t l y h a d i t t h e i r way.
This is not a wicket for a fainthearted batsman. It requires cool
concentration and the patience of a
priest hearing his first confession.
Cometh the hour, cometh the men
... step up Kabir and Cameron to take
up the challenge. Can Riverview
keep the fielding tight and measured
or will the resolve of HKCC's front
men maintain a sustained and steady
attack?
Kabir's eventual dismissal for a hardworked 23 shows the faintest of
cracks in HKCC's armour ... but no
need to panic. An unbeaten 69* from
Cameron bears witness to the team's
first Tour win with two and a half
overs to spare.
A great start, followed by a BBQ
hosted by the Riverview squad and
parents.
Adrenalin now seeping from their
veins, tired teenagers beat a retreat
to the team hotel for a well earned
rest and an opportunity to relive the
memories of their first Sydney 2014
fixture.
After all, tomorrow is another day
and the cricket clock resets itself.

Cricket

Under 16s CNY Australia Tour
Match Report by Atul Sodhi
Game 2 (30 overs):
On Saturday 1 February 2014, at Bressington Park, Western Suburbs District Cricket
Club “Emerging Magpies” defeated HKCC U16s by 5 wickets; HKCC 120/9; Kabir 27,
Cameron 27; Goddard 3-12-2; Wests 121/5; Tane 42; Ahan 5-21-1, Vidit 1-1-1, Emma 3-18-1.

T

he team was captained by
Jhatha who started on a good
note by winning the toss and
electing to bat. Facing some very
tight bowling and consistent fielding,
HKCC scored a well made 120 for 9
with good innings' from Kabir (27)
batting at 4, Cameron (27) batting at
6 and Giacomo (17) at 5. The longest
partnership of the innings was that
of Kabir and Giacomo, who shared a
45 run stand.
Young Raunaq Kapur, a few days
short of his 10th birthday and
playing his debut for the U16s, was
unfortunately run out just when it
looked like he was getting settled.
All of the Wests’ players, other than
the keeper, bowled 3 overs each.
Giacomo and Yash opened the
bowling for HKCC on what was a
friendly astro batting track, but a
thick outfield made it tough to score.
Young Emma Jones and Dhruv Sodhi
both, 11 years of age and making
their debuts for the U16s bowled
three and two overs respectively.
Emma was successful with the ball in
her 1st over, taking the prized wicket
of Max.
Tane Edmed opened the batting for
Wests and batted through the early
part of the innings, scoring a well
made 42. He made the chase look
easy for Wests, who won with 5
wickets to spare.
Played two, won one, lost one. Six
more to go!
March The Pinkun
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Under 16s CNY Australia Tour
Match report by Rajnish Kapur
Game 3, 1st Test (40 overs): On Sunday 2 February 2014, at Pratten Park, HKCC
U16s defeated Canterbury and Western Suburbs Cricket Association by 14 runs.
HKCC 136/6; Raag 42, Giacomo 31; Chris Sebamalai 8-21-3; Canterbury Wests 122/10;
Chris Sebamalai 42; Jhatha 8-19-4, Giacomo 8-17-1, Ahan 8-28-1, Yash 5-16-1, Raag 5-18-1.

D

id you know please that cricket
evolved from a game developed
by s h e p h e rd s i n S o u t h e r n
England to pass time while guarding
their sheep?
And ... that the word "cricce" is an
Anglo-Saxon term for "a crooked staff"!
Three days in Australia and we appear
to have seen it all ... a college with at
least nine cricket grounds of its own
(more than all of HK combined!) and
plenty of lush green cricket fields with
grass top wickets … as we travelled for
our third game to the first grade wicket
at Pratten Park.
And to top it all off, a wonderful dinner
the previous night that could only
have been organised by the one and
only "Mr Cricket". I think it is common
knowledge who "Mr Cricket" is; this
is not a quiz question ... and I am
reasonably sure Scotty and all our
touring parents will agree his full name
being George Lamplough!
A dinner for 40 odd guests organised
by Jeff Warland from Wests and George
and guess who the surprise visitor
was? Yes, Monty Panesar! Monty was
his best self and what a gesture by him
to sign cricket balls and give them to
our two top leggies, Jhatha and Ahan!
I can tell you (from unofficial reports)
that both slept with the ball in their
hands hoping to emulate Monty's
figures of 14/6 he had taken earlier in
the day for his adopted team, Western
Suburbs.
And so to the game ...
T h i s wa s t h e 1 st Te st a ga i n st a
representative opposition. It was
expected to be the toughest U16
opposition team that our juniors
would play. The facilities at Pratten
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Park were fantastic,
the opposition
Canterbury and
We ste r n S u b u r b s
U16s. The good shy
looking Giacomo, at
his best as a captain,
looked smart in his
HKCC blazer ... but no
luck with the toss!
Put into bat, we were off to a slow yet steady start against some very disciplined
bowling to reach 46/1 off 20. After 28 overs we were 58/4! The going was really
tough on the green top with long boundaries and against disciplined bowling.
Credit to all of our top order for seeing the new ball through!
A 54 run 5th wicket partnership between Raag (42* off 48 balls) and Giacomo (a
quick fire 31 off 26) helped us to 136 in 40 overs.
We were blessed with Wrighty (Mark Wright) and Cookie (Simon Cook) joining us
at the game fresh from their successful World Cup Qualifying Tournament in New
Zealand with the Hong Kong National side. I am confident that they were proud
as well on seeing the way "their boys" played!
136 was probably 15-20 below par, according to all the pundits and our boys
knew it! They, though, had different ideas as they took the field ...
Disciplined bowling and fielding by all our boys restricted the opposition to 122 in
40 overs, of which their top scorer, Chris Sebamalai, made 42.
Our six bowlers Giacomo, Yash, Jhatha, Raag, Ahan and Angus bowled very well
and shared the wickets, including standout performances by Jhatha, who took
4 wickets in the death as Canterbury/Wests pressed for scoring opportunities,
and Giacomo with some lovely bowling, specially at the end, that choked the
opposition.
A direct hit run out by Jhatha turned the game and Giacomo's amazing one
handed catch at short cover to dismiss the dangerous Sebamalai, inspired the
team to believe that they could win.
It was a superb effort by all our boys: Raag was the highest run scorer and Jhatha
the highest wicket taker and Kabbie was splendid behind the stumps. All that said,
it was Giacomo who turned the match around with his quick fire 31 and very tight
bowling in the death overs, which created the pressure for the wickets to fall at
the other end. Deservedly Man of the Match!
A great effort bowling them out for 122 in their chase of our slightly below par
target of 136!
A fabulous win for our juniors, making Scotty a happy coach and bringing a smile
to the face of Mr Cricket.

Cricket

Under 16s CNY Australia Tour
Match report by Ahan Manglik
Game 4 (T20): On Monday 3 February 2014 at St Pius X Playing Fields, St. Pius X
College 1st XI defeated HKCC U16s by eight wickets. HKCC 54/8; Cameron 19, Ravi 15;
Nick Onslo 2-2-2; St. Pius X 1st XI 55/2 in 11 overs.

T

he day started of beautifully
with a team trip to Bondi that
was wonderfully organised by
Jeanette Robson.
The skies were blue and the sun was
shining. HKCC U16s won the toss and
elected to bat. Probably after hearing
about our great win at Pratten Park
the day before, St. Pius X College
thought it would be a good idea to
play their 1st XI against us rather
than their U-16s, which meant the
game was going to be … extremely
tough.
Cameron and Giacomo opened the
batting and the St Pius X bowlers got
off to an extremely disciplined start,
bowling a good a line and length.
Giacomo fell early to a cracker of
a slower delivery from acclaimed
Sydney schoolboy, Tom Slack. Kabir
and Raag sought to see off the new
ball but both were unlucky and fell on
2. Yash, pushed up the order, worked
hard at keeping the innings together,
playing away the good balls and
giving the strike to Cameron who was
playing well. However, in the 13th
over, Cameron decided it was time to
start hitting and, although he played
some exceptional shots, he was
unlucky to mis-hit the ball to midon when he was on 19. At the other
end, Yash continued his resistance
but did not get much assistance, as
Ahan was caught behind on nought,
for which he was awarded PJ (Plukka
Jr.). Soon after, Jhatha was bowled
and in came Ravi at 8. Ravi counterattacked beautifully and made 15
with assistance from Yash and Harry.
In the end we only made 54, which
was nowhere near enough and
would be a hard score to defend.

We got off to a great start with the
ball. Angus opened bowling and
pinned the opposition down. At
the other end, Ahan removed both
openers in quick succession, clean
bowling one and Giacomo taking
another superb catch to remove the
other.
With 54 being such a low total,
the Nos. 3 and 4 then took singles
with ease and hit boundaries when
necessary. Nevertheless, with their
team being so strong, our bowlers
Jhatha, Vidit, Harry and Ravi all did
a great job, alongside motivated
fielding, to restrict their run rate to
below 6 an over.

when Raunaq took 3 magnificent
wickets in an over, leaving the
opposition batsmen absolutely
astonished.
All in all, it was always going to be a
tough game with them having such
a strong side, but as a unit we did a
great job and showed what we were
capable of achieving against players
much older than us. It was character
building!

We continued playing after the St
Pius 1st XI had won, and one of the
highlights of the Tour took place
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Under 16s CNY Australia Tour
Match report by Sean Robson
Game 5: 2nd Test (40 overs): On Wednesday 5 February 2014, at the Bradman
Oval, Bowral, HKCC U16s defeated Chevalier College U16s by 121 runs; HKCC 176/3,
Cameron 61, Jhatha 46*; Herrod 8-23-1, Bell 5-19-0, Reid 5-19-1; Chevalier College 55/10,
Kersten 14, Reid 11; Yash 4-16-3, Ravi 4-11-2.

J

ust a little under two hours’
drive from Sydney, in the cool
Southern Highlands, lies Bowral
– a prosperous established town that
is buoyed by agriculture, tourism and
well off Sydney investors who enjoy
retreating to their holiday homes
whenever the opportunity arises.

This wasn't just any cricket
ground: this was the
Bradman Oval, named in
h o n o u r o f t h e g re at S i r
Donald Bradman, who grew
up in Bowral and lived in
a house overlooking the
Ground.

A few turns away from the
commercial area and we caught the
first sight of a cricket ground. The
outfield and white-posted fence
broadened to reveal the whole,
perfectly shaped oval as our bus
arrived. In one corner of the ground
stood an old scoreboard. "Hasn't
been used in years," one local told
us. Not since the last match when
Australia played England, according
to the team names still displayed ...

On the other side of the ground was
the delightful, traditional pavilion. A
perfect place for players, spectators
and cricket lovers to congregate.
The ideal spot for our super-scorer,
Subbu, to record the on field events
of the next 80 overs. It was cool and
overcast – the opposite from Sydney
but, thankfully, no rain and just
enough wind to make the HKCC flag,
carried from ground to ground by
Ankur Manglik, dance.

Chevalier College won the toss and
chose to field. We started the batting
with the in-form Cameron McAuslan
and debutant opener, Angus Robson.
Chevalier bowled a fine line and
length to restrict us to 19 from the
first ten overs. Cam played some
trademark cover drives, breaching
the fielders to score a series of twos,
while dispatching the rare bad balls
for four. By drinks, we had reached
60 for no loss – the shine off the ball
and the need to increase the score
the priority.
Before tactics could be discussed a
Gatorade bottle was gently lobbed
to Angus, who missed the catch and
the bottle hit him on the forehead.
Bruising and a spot or two of blood
meant a "retired hurt 10" entry in
the scorebook for young Robbo.
Jhatha and Cam took the score to
86 before Cam was caught for a fine
61. Kabir scored 26 from just 25 balls
before being bowled, while Raag also
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fell looking to score quickly. Giacomo
joined Jhatha for the final push. We
scored 37 from the last 5 overs with
Giacomo blasting 19* from 9 balls,
including a delightfully struck straight
six. Jhatha, meanwhile, finished on
46* from 55 deliveries. Well batted!
The total was 176 - just under 4.5
per over required by Chevalier for
victory.

Giacomo and Yash opened the
bowling. Their opener played on to
Giacomo for 1 with the score on 11.
Yash found a good rhythm, pitched it
up "let the new ball do the rest" and
bowled three batsmen in 8 balls. Ravi
then came in to attack the middle
order and was rewarded with two
wickets for 11 runs from four overs.
47 for 6 became 55 all out as Vidit,
Harry, Ahan and Angus all picked up
a wicket each. A great effort from
our boys whose superiority with the
ball was emphasised by the fact that
seven of their batsmen were bowled.

Although we had visited it the day
before the match we must report
how impressive is the ICC Cricket
Museum next to the Ground. A
must see for any cricket lover, it tells
the story of Sir Donald Bradman's
cricketing life and is packed with
memorabilia from all formats of the
game past and present.

A fine victory on an Oval with such
history and interest.

"When considering the stature of
an athlete, I place great store on
certain qualities which I believe to
be essential, in addition to skill.
They are that a person conducts
his life with dignity, with integrity,
with courage and perhaps most
of all, modesty. These virtues are
totally compatible with pride,
ambition, determination and
competitiveness."

The Bradman Museum catering staff
provided a delicious lunch at the
interval. It was a good opportunity
to chat with all those involved – be
they spectators, parents, umpires or
players. Local umpires, George and
John, two self confessed cricket nuts
who had kindly offered their services
for the day, spoke of the local cricket
scene and just happened to mention
the "Chater Oval" a few kilometres
down the road. With definite links to
a beneficiary from Hong Kong, this
needs further exploration ...
Amongst the spectators was Simon
Ta u fe l , h e a d o f th e I C C 's el i te
umpiring development panel, whose
son, Harry, was playing for Chevalier.
A few moments with Simon and one
knew the future of world cricket's
umpiring is in good hands.

There are many quotes on plaques in
the museum and, in closing, I leave
you with one from The Don. A fine
summary of sporting life and our visit
to Bowral:

at the ICC Cricket Museum, Bowral
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Under 16s CNY Australia Tour
Match report by
Balkrishnan Subramanyan (Subbu!)
Game 6 (25 overs): On Thursday 6 February 2014, at Trinity Grammar School, Trinity
Grammar School U16s defeated HKCC U16s by 1 run. Trinity 125/6; Ohan 29, Bishop 19;
Giacomo 4-1-9-2, Raag 4-12-2; HKCC 124/4 Giacomo 33, Kabir 30; Weston 5-14-1.

O

n an overcast morning, Capt.
& Mrs. Ankur Manglik, took
the boys on an early morning
tour of the Australian Maritime
Museum. The boys bonded well and
enjoyed the trip almost as much as
the ice-cream they were treated to
thereafter.
The boys took on Trinity Grammar
School that afternoon, which was
their 6th fixture of the Tour. The
score line – 3 wins from 5 games. The
boys, fresh from a memorable win
at the Bradman Oval the day before,
were all geared up.
They arrived at Trinity, where they
were invited to play on the top
ground, which is about the same size
as St Stephen's College ground in
Hong Kong.
Kabir was called upon to lead the
side, his first as captain and Raunaq
Kapur made his debut on his 10th
birthday.
The toss was won and HKCC elected
to bowl. The format was 25 overs,
with a maximum of 5 overs per
bowler.
Rajnish was the scorer - that crafty
old fox Subbu cunningly passing on
the scoring duties for the day when
he saw that no table or chair had
been provided for the scorer - thanks
Rajnish!
Giacomo opened the bowling and
was the standout bowler with match
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figures of 4-1-9-2 from his first and
only spell. Raag, slinging it in on
a very tight line and length in the
middle overs, also finished with an
excellent return of 4-1-12-2.
However, the spinners who were
called upon to bowl the final slog
overs on the small ground found it
hard to contain the batsmen and
Trinity finished their innings at 125-5
in their 25 overs. 126 to win!
Break time and on came the parents!
Bananas, sandwiches, tissues, face
wiping, Gatorade, water etc. etc. –
George and Robbo had to wait for all
the nappy changing to be completed
before they could start to brief the
team. Sorry George and Robbo, but
the parents did not want to get fined
for parental neglect!
The batting was opened by Kabir and
Vidit, who made a very steady start,
reaching 58/1 at the end of the 14th
over. 68 runs required off 11 overs.
Giacomo, the new batsman, went
after the bowling and smoked plenty
out of the park. He showed how
good his timing and placement was
by hitting the ball in between moving
traffic on the road, which cleared
up quickly to escape the cherries
dropping from the sky. Giacomo
smoked 32 in 25 balls to get HKCC
back into the game. A brilliant knock.
A few more wickets went down and
HKCC needed 6 off the last over, with
two new batsmen in the crease.

The last over ...
Ball 1: Jhatha on strike - down leg not called wide, but these are
Australian Rules; the bowler
must be encouraged to swing
the ball and batsmen must
learn to play them.
Ball 2: Glided for a single to bring inform Cameron on strike.
Ball 3: Outside off. Cameron at full
stretch cannot reach the ball.
Dot ball.
Ball 4: Dot ball.
Ball 5: Dot ball.
Ball 6: We need a 6. This time, ball
within Cameron's range smoked - but only for 4!
We lose by a run.
Cameron distraught. All the lads fall
silent. Chins up and they march on to
take up the next challenge ...

Cricket

Under 16s CNY Australia Tour
Match report by Narayan Mulchandani
Game 7 (40 overs): On Friday 7 February 2014, at Cromer Park, St Augustine’s College U16s
defeated HKCC U16s by 82 runs. St Augustine’s 310/5, Aaron Peters 100, Aiden Bariol 81,
James Nelson 55*; Ahan 8-42-2, Giacomo 8-56-2, Angus 5-35-1; HKCC 228, Cameron 90,
Giacomo 38, Ravi 27; Jhatha 25; Jacob O’Sullivan 8-43-4, Finn Haris 4-28-2.

A

beautiful sun drenched
Cromer Park beckoning the
HKCC squad for their 7th
match of the Tour, ably captained
by Jhatha. HKCC lost the toss and St
Augustine elected to bat.
HKCC began with a bang , with
Giacomo taking the first prize. J.
Edwards, the St Augustine's No.
2 batsman, was caught behind by
Cameron McAuslan in the first over.
In strode Aaron Peters, with HKCC
bowlers little aware of what is in
store for them.
Raag Kapur opened the bowling
when Yash realised, just before he
bowled his first ball, that he was
wearing spikes on an astro wicket.
Umpire George Lamplough would
have none of this and Yash was sent
back to the “pavilion” to change his
shoes.
Several fours rained down on HKCC
opening pair Giacomo and Rag
Kapur - by St Augustine No. 1 and

3 batsmen Brewser and
Aaron Peters. With pace
not making much of an
impact on the pair, Ahan
Manglik was brought on
and he was immediately
successful in claiming the
scalp of Brewser in his very
first over. It then all went
a bit pear shape for HKCC.
The 3rd wicket partnership
thumped 6 after 6 making
a blistering 89 in about 11 overs.
Ahan, back to the rescue, claimed
the wicket of Nick Osborne, caught
behind by Kabir, who had taken over
the gloves from Cameron.
There then followed a solid
partnership between Aaron Peters
and James Nelson. Aaron was in his
element hitting several 4s and 6s to
reach his 100 off 83 balls. He was
finally dismissed when Giacomo
took a good catch off the bowling of
Angus. The 4th wicket partnership
witnessed a blistering attack by Aiden
Bariol, ably supported by James
Nelson. Aiden scored an impressive
81 off 45 balls and after 40 overs
St Augustine’s innings ended on an
impressive 310 for 5.
The pick of our bowlers was Ahan
with figures of 8 overs, 42 runs and 2
wickets.
After lunch, HKCC opened with Ravi
and Harry. We lost Harry in the
second over with the score at 2.
HKCC star batsman Cameron to the
crease. A very brave effort by Ravi
and Cameron with some masterful
stroke play by both took the score

to 70 off 15 overs when Ravi was
bowled by a beauty by Nick Osborne,
for a well made 27 off 37, including
10 off the previous over. With the
asking rate at over 7 runs per over,
the pressure was increasing on the
HKCC batsman and chances had
to be taken. Cameron rose to the
challenge, hammering several 4s and
6s with support from Ahan, before
he was caught by James Nelson
off Aaron Peters. Cameron made a
fantastic 90 off 76 balls, including
11 fours and 4 sixes. The loss of
Cameron, with the score at 135 in
the 23rd over, was a huge blow. The
pressure was mounting as HKCC
needed another 176 runs in 17 overs
with a required run rate of about 10.
Fine performance by HKCC middle
order Giacomo (38 off 25 balls,
including 4 fours and 4 sixes),
Raag (21 off 21) and Jhatha (25),
shouldered the innings right until
the end, and helped HKCC score at a
respectable rate. But wickets fell and
the target of 310 was soon beyond
reach. HKCC finished on 228 all out
in just under 40 overs. It was a tough
fight and our lads gave it their best,
but St Augustine proved the better
team on the day.
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Under 16s CNY Australia Tour
Match report by Sean Robson
Game 8: 3rd Test (30 overs): On Saturday 8 February 2014, at Karuah, HKCC U16s defeated
Hornsby Kuringai & Hills District Cricket Club by 17 runs. HKCC 174/9, Giacomo 34,
Raag 31, Will 26, Ravi 21; Lauchie 4-20-2, Travis 3-11-2; Hornsby Kuringai & Hills 157/9,
Travis 45, Jack 24; Cameron 6-30-3, Angus 2-8-1-2, Yash 3-28-2.

A

s we arrived at Karuah
O v a l , e v e n t h e s u l p h u rcrested cockatoos and
laughing kookaburras could tell that
excitement was in the air.
W h e n o u r te a m a l i g hte d f ro m
the bus, great squawks of
encouragement could be heard from
the myriad of surrounding gum trees.
After hearing that four members of
the opposition played in the New
South Wales development squad and
then witnessing their sheer size, we
were grateful for all the support we
could get.
Skipper Giacomo won the toss
and elected to bat. We made a
respectable, if slightly below par, 172
runs off 30 overs. Giacomo 34 off
29, Raag 31 off 26, Will 26 off 46 and
Ravi 21 off 23 were the backbone of
the innings, playing very correctly
and taking advantage of the rare bad
balls. Harry ‘The Sledger’ played a
fine cameo at the death with a quickfire 8.
We knew that we should have edged
the score closer to 200 but what will
be will be.
A rousing, uplifting, motivational
speech from Coach, Manager and
Tour Taipan Lamplough underlined
to the boys they all had a job to
do. None more so than Yash who
bravely agreed to open the bowling
against the towering opening bat
who signalled his intent with the
loudest, most intimidating bat
taps pre delivery ever witnessed in
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‘Austraya’. Unfortunatel, Yash was
dispatched for 20 off the first over.
We spectators gulped for air but with
the benefit of 7 consecutive games
of cricket in as many days behind us,
we knew we had to stay calm and
not show fear. Our on-the-pitch noise
levels increased and the cockatoos
immediately joined in.
We knew that we needed wickets
and we needed them fast. Rumours
around the pitch suggested that their
top four batsmen had to be removed
as quickly as possible.
It was at this stage that Cameron’s
skills as a bowler were unleashed on
an unsuspecting, highly capable top
order. Suddenly they were 3 down,
Raag taking a fine catch at short mid
off, Will a classic slip catch and, the
champagne moment so far: Cameron
clean bowling the opposition
skipper. "Game on" we
chorused. Will’s insider
knowledge to the fore
... "Get Travis out and
we have more than a
chance" he said.
After unluckily being
dropped by Giacomo,
who so nearly took the
sharpest of chances on

the rebound behind his back, Travis
remained … Yash was brought back
and told by Giacomo that this was to
be the "spell of his life". Yash took a
wicket with his first ball back, caught
behind by Kabbie and then dismissed
Travis with a great delivery caught
by Angus on the third man boundary
to silence the opposition contingent
entirely. The fab four were back in
the hut.
At drinks we took our first breath of
the game and realised that we were
actually ahead by 14 runs. With total
determination Ahan, Robbo, and
Jhatha continued the wicket-taking
onslaught and we won by a highly
respectable 17 runs.
It was a fine end to the tour – a
classic limited overs victory with
every player delivering his part in
the plan to take regular wickets,
limit the runs to the minimum
and strangle the opposition into
submission. And when the final ball
was bowled, nature provided its own
entertainment – a victory swoop of
dozens of sulphur-crested cockatoos
clearly indicating whom they had
been supporting.

Cricket

Under 16s CNY Tour - Pictorial Moments...
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HKCC U16 Tour to Sydney &
Bowral 2014 Tour Statistics
A Little Story... about a Happy Coach

O

n a quite
beautiful
winter ’s
evening in
January, I
embarked on
the Club’s first
junior tour, full
of ambition and
determination,
to ensure we offered our boys one of
the best opportunities of their short
lives to date.
With the chance to arrive in Sydney
a day earlier than the following party
on the senior tour running parallel
to ours, I began my movements to
settle in ready for a fantastic week...
unfortunately, these movements
were to the wrong hotel, not the
most ideal of starts to say the least.
Such frenzy would have dissolved
many a friendship; I am pleased to
confirm that George and I remain on
fantastic terms!
The following morning, I left the
right hotel and arrived back at the
wrong hotel, which was now the
right hotel but at the wrong time.
Hence, I turned right and left my
luggage with the concierge, close by
to the thirty seven thousand (rough
guess) other Hong Kong Cricket Club
bags dumped upon the Holiday Inn
of Darling Harbour, that morning.
With George’s help, we rounded the
troops and outlined the standards
we expected to be set from the very
beginning. The boys listened, took
note and began the week in fine
fashion, looking exemplary in their
fresh tour attire with each and every
junior member arriving on-time
(...yes ...even Giacamo).
From there, Cricket paved the
way for what would end up being
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extraordinary February days. To
perform so highly and consistently,
in a new climate and in conditions
they had never had the opportunity
to exhaust, was testament to how far
they have come as a unit.

an unforgettable ten days, for all
involved.
Win, Lose, Win, Lose, Win and Lose
again, the games chopped and
changed, momentum, constantly
shifting one way and then the other
and for those on the sidelines, the
joy was there to see.

Our boys consistently pushed high
quality colleges to their very limit
and took down district sides within
the same age bracket. This is not
something that simply happens. It is
a result of an incredible amount of
hard work, a true belief in the ability
they hold and a team morale that
would rival that of any squad I have
been lucky enough to be involved in.

The mothers, when not sleeping
or following the sun, shouting and
screaming, at all the wrong times...
Rajnish often projecting some kind of
abuse in the direction of the umpires,
usually after his third Corona and
Deepti, simply trying to get the L,
the B and the W in the right order
through her tutorials!

Well Done to all involved, consider
this a very happy coach, signing off
on Sydney 2014.

It was a fantastic spectacle, on both
sides of the rope.

Scott McKechnie

I am incredibly proud of what our
juniors achieved across those ten,
Batting
Cameron
Giacomo
William
Raag
Jhathavedh
Ravi
Kabir
Vidit
Ahan
Angus
Harry
Yash
Raunaq

Matches Innings
8
8
1
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
4

8
7
1
7
8
5
8
5
5
3
4
4
1

NO

HS

Runs

Balls

Average

SR

4s

6s

2
1
1
3
1
3
2
1
2
-

90
38
26
42
46
27
30
14
12
10
8
2
-

295
174
26
131
104
67
127
20
24
14
15
2
-

361
137
46
174
191
97
226
68
49
71
46
36
11

49.17
29.00
26.00
21.83
20.80
16.75
15.88
10.00
8.00
7.00
3.75
1.00
-

81.72
127.01
56.52
75.29
54.45
69.07
56.19
29.41
48.98
19.72
32.61
5.56
-

35
18
2
15
8
7
15
3
2
1
-

5
10
1
-

Bowling/ Matches Overs Mdns
fielding
Ahan
8
41
5
Yash
8
27
4
Giacomo
8
39
4
Jhathavedh
8
33
2
Vidit
8
11
4
Raag
8
22
1
Angus
8
24
3
Cameron
8
12
Ravi
8
6
Emma
1
3
Harry
8
5
Dhruv
4
2
Kabir
8
William
1
-

Runs
169
137
154
164
45
90
98
74
20
18
22
12
-

Wkts Average
9
7
6
6
4
4
4
3
2
1
1
-

18.78
19.57
25.67
27.33
11.25
22.50
24.50
24.67
10.00
18.00
22.00
-

BB

Ct

2/13
3/16
2/19
4/19
2/6
2/12
2/8
3/30
2/11
1/18
1/6
-

1
5
2
1
2
2
1
1

RO Ct† Stumpings
1
1
2
-

1
3
-

4
-

Cricket

Under 16s CNY Australia Tour
What The Ladies
had to say…
"The Great Big Exciting
A u s t r a l i a To u r … " b y
Urvashi Sethi-Sodhi
13 excited boys aged between 10
and 16, most on their first Cricket
tour, accompanied by parents, most
of whom were also on their first tour
(some were veterans and some could
boast of having been on sports tours,
though either not Cricket or not as a
trailing parent) – Virgin Atlantic and
HK Airport will never be the same
again!!!
So, when Virgin Atlantic refused to
succumb to Atul, Subbu and Rajnish's
persuasive and reasonable request
that they open a separate counter
for the Tourists, they checked in as
families with kit bags bigger than
the players, large suitcases (for
those who were not emotionally
blackmailed by the male members
of their family into carrying smaller
ones), cardboard boxes (full of
the beautiful brochures) and the
gorgeous Esky, and were successful,
not only in confusing the checkin staff but also in creating a long
queue of about 40 other passengers.
This was accompanied and followed
by a game of hand cricket - after all,
an empty space = a cricket ground!
The flight was fortunately uneventful.
Looking forward to the Cricket in
less than 16 hours, the Cricketers
and their parents got in a fairly
decent night of sleep and woke up in

Australian airspace. Sydney airport – long queues (ticking off for leaving hand
baggage ahead of you in the queue), local sim cards, McDonald’s, sunshine
and the wonderful Jonathan!!! (who was not aware of things to come and
sandwiches to eat, so he was as happy to see us as we were to see him).
Holiday Inn – expecting but not ready for us, so we had to wait a bit before
we could get our rooms. I believe we got them earlier than promised because
one of the receptionists had, in another life, an Indian boyfriend who looked
like Atul, but it could also have been because the sight of 15 kit bags and 25
suitcases at the concierge was a bit overwhelming.
And then to the delight of some parents, George, the tour manager, and
Scotty, the coach, took over. Scotty: "Boys (in a "we are a team tone") now,
this afternoon we are playing ... in your warm up kit, carrying your playing
kit". George: (in a "let's get this right" tone) "at the entrance at 1pm, not
1.05pm" and then, with a smile, "Parents – Rajnish .... drinks, Sean ... fines
master, ladies, Kalyani & Richa ... sandwiches, Subbu ... scorebook, Sandip ...
photographer .... Ankur ... flag." And so promptly at 12.55 (not 1pm) the HKCC
Tourists crowded the entrance of the Holiday Inn and, with not a care in the
world, posed for photographs. The bus was loaded with the Esky, drinks –
not just beer but also Gatorade (please remember that this is a junior cricket
tour), Sandwiches, Energy Bars, Bananas, Water, all of which went on to play
a very big role in the relationship between the Mums and the boys!
So off to the first match, excited boyish voices and adult cries of "Harbour
Bridge, Opera House.." filled the bus till they reached the venue – or at
least they thought that they had reached the venue.
It so happened that as soon as they turned into a
lane, the school building (opposition!) appeared on
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the right and a beautiful
C r i c ke t o v a l ( t h a t ' s
what they're called in
Australia) appeared on
the left. This time, one collective sigh
and sounds of "oh wow, amazing..."
were heard. But Jonathan did not
stop. He proceeded further down
the road passing one more, and then
one more oval, finally stopping at the
4th Oval. By which time, all the boys
were ready to seek admission to the
school!
De-boarding was easy, the Cricketers
ran off on to the Cricket field with
Scotty and were immediately in
playing mode. The parents went
looking for a shaded spot, found a
table for Subbu the scorer, cramped
him by adding food onto the table,
helped Ankur with the flag which
after experimenting with many trees
made it to the table too. The Cricket
began and the parents began doing
what they were to do in every match
in the days to come ...
C h a s i ng the sun an d sl eep i n g ,
walking the ground, strolling around
to discover what the neighbourhood
had to offer, keeping the spirits
high (literally), watching every ball,
missing the crucial one, the mums
offering around (might have looked
like force feeding but it definitely
was not!) sandwiches, energy bars
and bananas. The boys were not
the only recipients of this wonderful
love, others, and Jonathan can vouch
for this, received it too. There was
the mandatory visit during a drinks
break (sometimes those can be
miscalculated to be a few hours long)
to "Sydney's biggest and best" outlet
shopping mall which happened to be
very conveniently located across the
road from the oval of the day and a
stopover another day at Paddington
34
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Under 16s CNY Australia Tour

market on the way (a 40 km detour is
not counted a detour in Australia) to
a match.
After match activities for the parents
was simple. There was bonding
over food and wine, bonding in the
laundry room, bonding during fines
sessions, bonding over conversations
about IGCSE/IB subjects, over cups of
coffee and bottles of beer...
And then there were Scotty and
George. Scotty – the man who
carried an unbelievable number of
changes and shoes to the ground
every day, who has a special liking for
Almonds and Candycrush and made
everyone proud by impressing an
Australian lass so much one day, that
she came to watch the match the
next. George, prancing around the
ground like a caged Tiger, protecting
or defending his flock from mums
and obnoxious coaches/umpires,
constantly reminding the players of
the spirit of Cricket, the tall principles
of HKCC and the high standard of
Cricket being played. A scowl (can be
mistaken for a frown) when the chips
were down and the suppressed smile
when the fortunes turned.
A special mention should and must

be made of the flag and the Esky.
The flag, which flew at every match
– sometimes upside down, but what
do a few punctuation marks matter
(especially Down Under) as long as
H. K. C. and C. were clearly visible.
And the Esky - anything said about it
would be too little. It accompanied
the tourists from Hong Kong, lost a
limb (handle) on the flight, put up
with it being attached with some
lowly string, carried ice, drinks and
sandwiches and sometimes (when
dry) much more. Unfortunately, Esky
couldn't make the journey back and
had to be buried in Australia instead
of its beloved HKCC. R.I.P Esky.

" M y fe w w o r d s … " b y
Deepti Mehra Bardoli
While there, in and around Sydney, it
was a very busy schedule and there
was no time to reflect on any of the
matches, even though I was elated
whenever my son took a wicket
and when, as a team, they won a
match or put up a good fight. But
since I have been back, over the last
few days I have met a few different
groups of my friends and spoken
about the trip. The one thing I have
highlighted every time has been: I
feel very very proud of all our kids

Cricket
and their performances.
Playing against boys who
play cricket at school
level and almost every
day, our kids were not only good,
but in many cases, better than them!
With limited grounds in Hong Kong
and no prior international exposure,
they shone with their victories!

"An Australian's
perspective ..." by Jeanette
Robson
As the sole Aussie parent on the trip,
I was so proud to see everyone have
such a great time. Sydney's harbour
looked beautiful and the sun shone
almost every day. A big thanks to the
Sydney based cricketing mums who
prepared delicious food for us. With
no "Sportsman's Bar" menu for them
to select from, their hard work and
hospitality was much appreciated.

"Reflections …" by Kalyani
Subramanyan

the first aid kit almost intact and
untouched.

It has undoubtedly been a great
experience for the mothers on this
Tour. The lads playing 8 games in 10
days, without a single complaint,
just happy to be playing cricket.
They even played cricket on the
beach where they were taken for a
swim! We have been made aware
of our children’s ability to cope with
situations and raise themselves to
the demands.

We were also extremely lucky with
the weather throughout the Tour
with all games played as scheduled.

As the person responsible for the
First-Aid kit on Tour, my first prayer
each morning was "we should have
no use for the First -Aid kit" and I am
happy to say that I came back with

A focused Tour
of just Cricket
was relaxing!

The children played hard and good
cricket and earned respect from
tough opponents. This has made
all parents and the Club proud.
The lads have shown character and
commitment to this respectable
game of Cricket.

This was my first cricketing tour and
I am at a loss to think of another
holiday which had Sean and Angus
so enthralled. They have never done
the washing on holiday before but
even this didn't phase them. The trip
was a resounding success and the
Robsons are ready to sign up for the
next cricket tour as soon as it can be
arranged!

"A short summary ..." by
Shalini Sujanani
This was my first time on a cricket
tour and it was so special in many
ways but "FAMILY" describes it best:
Your child becomes "your boys",
parents and coaches become "your
friends". And of course you finally
claim to know the many different
cricket terms such as Mid Off and
Mid On ( no fines apply!!).
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U11 Tournament – 2nd February
Clare Crewdson reports….

O

n an absolutely glorious day,
a troupe of 70 strong U/11
cricketers descended on the
Hong Kong Cricket Club to welcome
the Year of the Horse in spectacular
fashion. Speckling the green of
the ground were white clad junior
cricketers competing strongly under
the brilliant blue sky to take home
the inaugural Chinese New Year U/11
Tournament Cup.
Who would triumph? Would it be
the Rats, alert to their opportunities,
then striking their targets surely and
steadily? Or perhaps it was going to
be the Oxen with their calm manner
and hard work getting them over
the line. Surely the Horses were in
with a good shot, it being their year
and all. Or would their hot tempers
guide them away from the trophy?
The powerful and passionate Tigers
would definitely give it a good shot,
with the Monkeys motivating each
other towards triumph. It would be
dangerous to count out the Snakes,
full of wisdom with their sights
firmly fixed on their goal. The bark
of the loyal dogs could be heard all
across the ground of the Hong Kong
Cricket Club, but would the Roosters
be the heroes of the day, reaching
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fell. There were highs and lows for
every team in the early rounds with
the table evenly balanced going into
the last matches that would decide
who would compete for the Cup. In
the end it was the unbeaten Roosters
and Monkeys along with the Dogs
and Snakes who would challenge
for the Cup, with the Tigers, Oxen,
Horses and Rats to battle it out for
the Plate.
the perfection that they unendingly
strive for to take home the Cup?
Gazing across the ground throughout
the morning you could see red
dots flying through the air for
6, desperate fielders throwing
themselves at the ball to cut off as
many runs as possible and exuberant
celebrations to go along with shouts
of excitement every time a wicket

The quality of cricket only improved
as the semi-finals approached. The
Roosters secured a convincing win
over the Dogs to earn a spot in the
final, while the other Cup semi-final
was not so simple. After a nail-biting
final over, the Monkeys and Snakes
could not be separated, with scores
tied. A countback on wickets taken
left the Monkeys jubilant, shattering

Cricket
the Snakes’ hopes of progressing a cruel way to lose. The Plate final
was to be fought out between the
Oxen and Tigers, with the Horses and
Rats losing too many wickets to keep
them in the contest.
Finals time! Aptly, the two strongest
teams of the day would fight it out
for Championship, both not having
lost a game. Roosters, batting first,
posted a strong total of 45 from
their 10 overs. With the last pair for
the Monkeys coming to the crease,
the equation was 22 off 12 balls, a
difficult but achievable task. Some
very tight bowling from Rehan Rosha
and Jesse Swan ensured this total
was a bridge too far for the Monkeys,
with the Roosters taking home the
Cup. The Plate final was an incredibly
close match, with the Tigers needing
3 runs of the final ball to defeat the
Oxen - a four being smashing ensured
an ecstatic celebration, handing the
Tigers the Plate.
And so that concluded a fabulous
day for children and parents alike.
Thank you to all of those who came
out and helped manage each team
and support the kids throughout the
whole tournament. Thank you also
to whoever organized the absolutely
fantastic weather on the day - it
really added to the day’s success!

Tigers – Plate winners

Finally, thank you to those Members
who gave up their time to umpire
the games. The day would not have
worked without you. I think we might
just have to do it again!

Roosters – Cup winners
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Macau Report

G

avin Erasmus kindly hosted
the Chairman’s Cup which
was played on Friday 17th
January in Macau on a beautiful
sunny day. There was plenty of good
golf, good food, good wine and lots
of hard luck stories.
Played from the back tees on hard
fast greens, scoring was predictably
tough. However, Ian Cochrane
blitzed the rest with a fantastic
score of 38 points to win his first
ever HKCC event. John McNamara
and Andy Orr trailed in behind on 32
apiece.
Best of the ladies was newcomer
Natalie Caves with 33 points.
The 4 Ball Better Ball Competition
was won with a combined score of
42 points from Peter Brannan and
Eamonn O’Connell.
Longest Drive went to Bill Gray and
the Nearest the Pin to John Shelley.
Thanks to all those who participated
and to Gavin for hosting a fun day.
The MCC Melbourne is visiting at the
beginning of April with four games
of golf arranged. Look out for more
information and please join us if you
can.

In Macau – John McNamara, Terry Smith, Rick Coate, Gavin Erasmus

New Venue

2014 Calendar

We have recently acquired the use
of an extra facility for Members to
practise their golf.

Monday 31 March
DISCOVERY BAY

Located on the 9/F SHUM TOWER in
Sheung Wan. Members can book to
use the Golf Simulator or the Gym at
the below rate.
Rate: HK$150 per hour (promotional
rate) for both Golf practice and Gym.
Opening hours: 8:00 AM - 10:00PM,
Monday to Sunday,
B o o k i n g Te l : 2 3 4 6 6 2 7 8 o r
gworksgym@gmail.com

Sat/Sun 17 & 18 May
CHINA WEEKEND
Saturday 28 June
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH

I will also be available to teach there
for Members’ convenience at the
usual HKCC rate.

Saturday 23 August
KAU SAI CHAU NORTH

HKCC logo golf balls at HK$250 per
dozen. They are good quality Srixon
balls.
Golf Shirts at HK$150
Ball Markers at HK$150
Caps at HK$80
Golf Re-gripping Service
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Friday 4 April
FANLING (Match v MCC)

Saturday 26 July
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH

We have many logo goods available
for members to purchase.
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Wednesday 2 April
KAI SAI CHAU SOUTH

(24 hours advance booking is required)

HKCC Golf Accessories

John Shelley presents prizes to Ian Cochrane
and Natalie Caves

Tuesday 1 April
MACAU

As of December I have been offering
a club re-gripping service cheaper
and more convenient then other
outlets in Hong Kong. From as little
as HK$50 per club I can re-grip and
return within 24 hours.

Sat/Sun 18 & 19 Oct
CHINA WEEKEND
Friday 21 November
KSC NORTH/SOUTH (Club Champs)
Matches
Friday 7 March
KSC NORTH (American Club)
Sat/Sun 15 & 16 March
LOTUS HILL (Football Club)
For enquiries concerning Golf lessons
or forthcoming golf outings, e-mail
golf@hkcc.org
Please contact me on 3511-8698 or
9722-2671.
Adrian Waters
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Team Reports:
Men’s C

T

he league standings currently
has the C team as sitting third
on the log of fourth division,
having won eight and lost four. We
have three games to play and should
we manage to win all of those, there
is a chance of being promoted.
However, there are two reasonably
tough games in there that we'll have
to play very well in order to win.
Given the way we've grown into a
relatively cohesive team, this is not
beyond our reach.
Both on the field and off the field, we
tend to have fun and enjoy a bit of
banter and beer (keeping with the C
tradition). Off the field, Jonno Drew
organised an exceptional 'Johnny
English' black tie event at the Club
for the C & D's which was a great
evening. Simon and his catering crew
outdid themselves! The upcoming
'Scottish evening' organised by Craig

Ladies C

T

he Year of the Horse hasn’t
got off to the galloping start
we had hoped. Our first game
of the Lunar New Year was against
Antlers B, top of the league and
undefeated so far this season. With
our new, young and fit player, Sofia,
joining the team in midfield and a
positive frame of mind all round, we
went out fighting hoping to break
their winning streak. The Ladies
C are currently placing 5th in 5th
Division and, whilst this might sound
like it should be lucky from a Feng
Shui perspective, we can clearly do
better.
We started the season well with a
couple of great wins, minimizing
losses. In the run up to Christmas
we were plagued by injury (what is
it with calf muscles?) and had a run
of disappointing losses. With only
four games left this season, we have
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promises to be a
similar fun-filled
affair.
On the field
we've recorded
some good
wins, knocking
in plenty of
goals against
the weaker
opposition and,
for the most
part, conceding
very few goals,
the exception being against Punjab
and their premier import, who we've
struggled to stop (legally at any rate).
We've had some good games against
the D team and then, most recently,
had a crack at the B team. I have to
admit that we fancied our chances
against them and, after going 1 up
after 15 minutes, we were rather
pleased, although we didn't have
much of an answer to the deluge of
goals they unleashed afterwards.
I think it was 8-1 at the end and
we came away with some valuable

a lot to prove
in a short time.
The first game
started well.
The Antlers we
know are young
and fit and have
good stick skills.  
Seeking to
minimize the risk
of their forwards
breaking free
with the ball
into our circle,
we loaded up in
defence and it was working well. Gill
suffering with an injury, had bravely
stepped into goal for the game, and
together with the defence, kept the
scoreline down to one nil at half time.
Not an easy task with short corner
after short corner being awarded to
Antlers. Kathryn playing in right back
had an amazing game, as did the rest
of the defence getting great balls out
to midfield but we struggled to get
into the Antlers D and score. At half

lessons and the B's with some
valuable short corner practice.
Overall a positive season and Gen's
wise words on the sideline have
helped us keep our heads and shape
through some of the tougher games.
Thank you to the team for a
successful season so far and to the
supporters who come to watch. It is
very much appreciated.
Cheers
Macca

time, Antlers put their goalie outfield
and the pressure on our defence
increased with a second goal sealing
the win. It could have been a lot
worse. Whilst we lost the game, we
collectively left the field feeling that
we had played well and ‘together’ as
a team. We have three league games
left and are determined to go back to
our winning ways.
Pippa Bailey

Hockey

HKFC SIXES OVER 40’S TOURNAMENT

T

he HKCC over 40s competed in the HKFC 6s on a Friday night shortly before CNY. The team was ably led by
Darren Tavares (yes he qualifies!) with the team winning 2, drawing 1 against HKFC and Presidents 6s to come
out on top.

A big thank you to the Football Club for the beers. We would also like to thank them for the entertaining social fixtures
against the "slapsticks" which has been of great value given the shortage of pitch time this year.
Jeremy Norris

From the HKFC SIXES WEEKEND TOURNAMENT
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PLK Community Project –
25th January 2014

A

few Saturdays ago, a group of
HKCC members and coaching
staff packed up our hockey
equipment and excitedly dropped
into Po Leung Kuk Children’s Section
(residential child care unit catering
to children from problem families)
to run a hockey skills session for the
young residents.

what the children were saying due
to their new protective equipment
- they must have been given strict
instructions and told not to take them
out!!  With a little help from the PLK
staff and a back to basics approach,
we realised that demonstration was
the best form of communication and
got the afternoon started.

HKCC players and coaches - Myself,
Gen Frank, Susie Crombie, Jeremy
Norris, Garry Jessop and Bobby
By r n e , a l o n g w i t h t h e l i ke s o f
Claire Grisel, Sophie Goldman,
Claudia Connolly and Charlotte
Goldman, who are current junior
hockey section members, took on
the task to expose these children to
a sport that brings us joy, happiness
and friendship.

After a few anxi ou s moments,
both sides relaxed and the sessions
began.  It was an easy warm up with
a few ball games to loosen everyone
up and start the fun that was on the
cards.  

A few days prior to our arrival, we
arranged for some mouth-guards
to be delivered for all participants
in order to ensure there were no
mishaps, as well as to get excitement
building among the new hockey
players.  The children all loved having
a little thing of their own.
Communication at first was a little
tricky and we couldn't make out
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We decided to start with a dribbling
drill and, although this didn’t work
out quite as we had planned, fun was
the order of the day and the games
continued.  
The children were
very eager to play
a game, and once
the sticks were
in hand and the
children were
in teams, the
game started and
mayhem ensued.
Through the

clashing of sticks and the blowing of
the whistle, children’s laughter was
heard, tighter friendships were being
built and connections were being
made that otherwise would never
have happened.
It was wonderful fun and all involved
had a brilliant time. It was exactly
what we had in mind when we
thought up the idea.  
We set out to give the children
a different experience than they
have had before as well as to give
ourselves a dose of community
service to a sport that has placed
opportunities at our feet. The beauty
was that we were doing something
for the children, for the community,
using a sport that we all know and

Hockey

enjoy; it was a really easy way to
give up a little bit of our time. For 90
minutes, we made a difference to
their day, and I think all of us came
away with a warm fuzzy heart and
smile.
A lot was learnt during these sessions
and we will be able to build a better
structure for future sessions based
on ability, facilities and time.
You, as a participant, can get involved
as much or as little as you like
and there will always be someone
from HKCC Hockey there with the
experience to run the day.
Our aim, going forward, is to hold
these community project sessions
once a month during school terms,
roping in as many HKCC members
as volunteers and other sporting
sections as we can!

All HKCC Hockey
Section members
and their families
are encouraged to
make themselves
available for one
(or more) of these
events.  They are
a really great and
inspiring way to
spend a few hours
and give a bit
back.
If you are interested in assisting,
please email Gen Frank at
genfrank@hkcc.org to be notified of
forthcoming events and for more
information.
It took many months of negotiation
to get access to these children;
special thanks to Macquarie Bank
and specifically Justin Crawford and
Simon Hemple for
the introduction
and help in
setting up. Thanks

must also go to Rick Coate and the
HKCC Committee for their support
and backing us the whole way. A
final thanks must go out to all our
volunteers for the day – thank you
for taking a few hours of your time
to brighten up the day for these
youngsters.
We look forward to the next outing due early March – details to follow.
Paul Goldman
HKCC Junior Hockey
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Lawn Bowls

Men’s Report from Clive Dawes

B

eing a shortened season, with
no reverse fixtures, therefore
playing each team only once,
fortunes in the Winter Triples Season
are largely dictated by results away
from home. The Fortress that is the
Gap has again been un-breached for
both A and B sides throughout the
Winter.
In previous years, forays away from
home, especially those on plastic,
have seen the Club’s finest bowlers
reduced to despair as inevitable
defeat strikes again. Despite an
upturn in our away results, the
A Te a m c a m e u p a g a i n s t t w o
particularly strong teams on their
travels, but otherwise acquitted
themselves very well in a season
hampered by the irregular scheduling
of matches and employers who
needlessly insist that month long
holidays to Thailand are taken during
the Winter Bowls Calendar.
Roxy Ho and Howard Lok have led
the A Team in terms of results, Roxy
managing to not stumble over the
eski for virtually the whole season,
losing only one match in the process.
At the time of writing, the As look

set for 3rd place in their league a positive performance, given the
strength of some of the other clubs
in their division.
The B Team are well placed with
two matches to go. Although they
still have to travel to table toppers
TKO in the last game, with winner
take all, the most likely of scenarios.
Memories of missing out on
promotion by two points to TKO in
the last game of the summer season
will ensure the team is entirely
focused come 22nd February. Having
used 8 different skips this season, the
Bs have done well to be challenging,
with the added bonus of giving more
bowlers greater experience for the
future.
Despite the inclement weather, the
demands of fatherhood, extended
holidays etc, it says much for the
health of the Men’s section that
both teams are near the top of their
respective leagues and that there are
a number of players who are looking
to gain selection on a weekly basis.
Competitive league bowls now
takes a break until the Premier

Ladies’ Report from Garish Davies

W

inter league for ladies
started with a grand
opening when we took 8
points playing away at Victoria Park.
Well done and excellent form and
efforts displayed by the ladies on
that very first game.
As the Winter league went on, ladies
were doing fine - some games won
and some games lost. After the hard
luck last game, losing 8 points on the
home green, We were sitting at the
5th position with one more game
in hand. “Well”, I said to the ladies,
if we get our 8 points back, there
might be a chance of promotion. If
we could not get that, we were still
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League starts again on 26th April
but internal formal and informal
Club competitions will continue
throughout with regular roll-ups
on the green every Tuesday and
Thursday Evening – so do come and
enjoy!

(New Uniforms on display in all pictures)

safe from demotion.
We kept our heads
up, did our best
and finally secured
6 points in the last
game at Siu Lek
Yuen (difficult carpet
green)!
On behalf of the
Ladies Team, I would
like to take the
opportunity to say
thank you to Joel and the ground
staff for their efficient service in
transforming the ground from a
cricket outfield to a bowls green
and vice versa - in perfect condition
within a few minutes of time!

As for the ladies results, we ranked
No. 4 after all 7 games. We missed 3
points for promotion. Let us take a
good break and Summer League will
start on 26th April.

Netball

Report from Convenor, Amanda Batchelor
MANY CONGRATULATIONS to Netball Convenor, Amanda Batchelor
(formerly Parker) who married Steve on 7th February in Sydney.

Tri-Nations Representatives

A

huge congratulations to our
Black Magic players, Joss
Williams, Emma Gregory
and Krystle Edwards, who will be
representing Hong Kong in the TriNations tournament, 20th-23rd
February at Kowloon Park. Hong
Kong is currently ranked 4th in Asia,
will take on Sri Lanka and Malaysia,
ranked 2nd and 3rd respectively. The
Netball section will be there in force
with a bus providing easy access to
cheer on our HKCC girls.

Setting the Agenda for
the Finals
With Grand Finals date set for 5th
April, all teams are doing their best
to secure places in the finals teams.
Though Black Magic are currently
in 3rd with a bye and their hardest
games behind them, the team will
move into second place, placing
them as keen contenders for the Cup
on the Grand Finals day. With Devils
in contention for the Plate, winning
Division 1 silverware looks promising.
A similar scenario for our Division
2 teams with Phoenix sitting in 2nd
place, but on equal points with KRFC
Sapphires, the only difference is
a small one in goal average, while
Dragons in 5th place, are leading the
race for the Plate final.
Crickets, with key players still out
with injuries, the usual flair the team
displays around the court has been
missing over the last few games.

Despite this, they are still holding
3rd place in Division 3 and, with a
mixed bag of easy and difficult games
ahead, they are hoping to find form
to secure a place in the finals.
Our other Division 3 team, Optimists,
are playing hard and furious with
some convincing wins this round
- they also face a range of games
over the next few weeks. Fielders in
Division 4 have had some great wins
this round, with the team working
hard, so where both teams will finish
in the ladder is still up for grabs.

Melbourne Cricket Club Tour
A huge thank you goes out to Leith
Stewart for taking the lead on the
organization of the Melbourne
Cricket Club tournament proposed
for April. With potentially 20 visiting
players expected to arrive, limited
netball court availability and Grand
Finals approaching, Leith has done
an amazing job at co-ordinating and
pulling the event together. There’s
still a way to go, but thanks also to
the rest of the committee who have
done a great job in supporting her
efforts.

Grand Final Party
With high expectations that we
will have more than one winning
team to congratulate and celebrate
with on the night of the 5th April,
Leith has also been hard at work
leading a team of volunteers to
organize a great event. Thanks go
to Donna Baxter and Jemma Rowe
of our Division 1 team Devils, for all
their support. This will be greatly
appreciated by all!

Introducing Sienna Lakshimi
Karthigescu (aka Baby Bibby).
CONGRATULATIONS to Mum and
Dad! More details to follow.
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Netball

MCC (Australia) Netball Tour To Hong Kong

W

hile, traditionally, there
has never been a great
Netball rivalry between
Australia and Hong Kong, we feel this
just may change as the HK Netball
Section are eagerly awaiting the
arrival of the Melbourne Cricket
Club Netball Teams to contest the
‘ Trophy’ game in early April. 20
Melbournians, some who have
never been to Hong Kong, from the
prestigious Melbourne Cricket Club,
will descend upon Hong Kong for
a 5-day tour of netball, social events
and a little taste of the expat life.
High on their list is shopping, dim
sum, foot massage, duskies (ok that’s
on our list) and Netball.
The second ‘Trophy’ match will be
played on Thursday 3rd April at
7.00pm at Hong Kong Park and will
see Black Magic versus the MCC first

team. Following, there will be two
other matches between HKCC and
the visiting MCC teams. After the
game we look forward to showing
the girls around the Club, shouting
them a wine and will prove to them
that you can get a good Chicken
Schnitzel or Parmy outside of Aus, as
Chef Simon does a mean version in
the Sportsman’s.
Besides experiencing some good,
strong, Aussie style Netball from the
MCC team (elbow, knees, sly jabs and
loads of sledging) we look forward to
hosting the girls at our Grand Final
party on the Saturday night when
we are hoping to celebrate the HKCC
Netball Grand Final victories.
The plan is to play some great
netball, show the girls a fabulous
time, socialise and forge a strong

HKCC Netballers in Melbourne, 2011
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link with the MCC Netball division,
so the Trophy match can become
a permanent event on the HKCC
Netball calendar for many years to
come.
You never know, the HKCC Netball
vs. MCC Netball match might just
play out to be the next big sporting
rivalry, up there with the Ashes,
Bledisloe, ANZ Championships…….or
not!
HKCC BLACK MAGIC vs MCC 1
TROPHY MATCH
7.00PM, HONG KONG PARK,
19 COTTON TREE DRIVE, CENTRAL
HKCC 2 vs MCC 2 & HKCC 3 vs MCC3
Time TBC
Buses will transport all players back
to HKCC after the match.

Netball

Team Profile - Crickets

A

fter losing to Valley in the
finals last year, Crickets were
all set for another big year.
With half of our team not returning
in 2014, we were relying on ‘new
blood’ to fill the vacant positions.
The talent at the trials looked
promising and with a strong junior
representation, the Crickets were
excited about the season ahead.
The new look Crickets can only be
described as a team of the young
and old. Comprising 4 Seniors (all
closer to 40 than 30) and 6 Juniors
(youngest 14), our average age is
actually the same as most teams.
Of course, whilst the Juniors are
discussing homework, impending
exams and weekend activities, the
Seniors are wondering how their
battered bodies are going to recover
before the next game!!
The season started well for Crickets
with all areas of our game working
well. With Coach Sandy supporting
and guiding from the sidelines, our
form continued and we finished
the first half of the season in third
place. This is despite the team being
stricken with problems ranging
from ankle and hamstring injuries,
concussion, a dog attack, black eye
from competitive cricket and too
many school injuries to list (school
yards seem to be far more hazardous
then when I went to school). Despite
these setbacks, the team worked
well together and we even managed
to execute some of ‘Ronnie’s famous
set plays’ during games - with
success!! Not bad for Div 3!!
Unfortunately, after the Christmas
break, our team has failed to find the
same form we had in the first half
of the season. Whilst it is difficult to
pinpoint a reason for our form lapse,
I am confident the team’s mojo

L-R: Bec Boss, Katie Hogue, Tamara Crosby (Brunello), Lizzy Brown, Lauren Laroche,
Stephanie Dixon, Amanda Batchelor, Ada Ytterdal, Katie Watkins
Absent: Vicky Reagan

will return. As the great American
football coach, Vince Lombardi,
once said, “It’s not whether you get
knocked down, it’s whether you get
back up.” Whilst we may be down at
the moment, we will get back up and
we intend to make the finals in April.
Gooooo Crickets!!

team’s most frequent and favourite
supporter, Steve, on 8th February in
Sydney, Australia. We wish them all
the best as they start their married
life together!

Rebecca Boss
Captain
Div 3 HKCC Crickets

Oh one more thing…A huge
congratulations to Netball Convenor
and Cricket Amanda who married the
March The Pinkun
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Team Report
Phoenix
Introducing Division 2 team, Phoenix! What a great start
to the 2013/2014 Season, we've only been defeated once
and are coming 2nd in the league, only by goal average.
Unfortunately, a foot injury has seen Tory unable to play
for half the season and one of our star shooters, Alison
Young, has been bon voyaged to sunny Sydney... they are
both sorely missed! The upside is we have welcomed lovely
Neddy Rigg to our little team and she fits like a glove. So we
may be a social team, but with 110 collective years of HKCC
membership between us, a total of 28 kids to brag about,
and a bazillion years of netball playing, one could call us a
'mature and well-experienced' team! We're very lucky to
have such an amazing and talented team of awesome girls
to play with! Long may it continue! Bek (VC) x

CAPTAIN
Name: Jess Robertson
Netball Position: GK/GD
Year joined HKCC: 2009
Number of years playing netball: 29
Number of children: 2
Most memorable netball moment: Playing in hail aged 7.
Unforgettable. Winning a grand final is a close second.
Before a big game I always... Pop some fresh chewy in
my mouth
Favourite meal at HKCC: Egg and bacon bap on a
Saturday morning
VICE CAPTAIN
Name: Bek Mellor
Netball Position: GS/GA
Year joined HKCC: 2008
Number of years playing netball: Since I
was 8, but as I didn't really play in my 20s
it’s about 20 years. wow!
Number of children: 3
Most memorable netball moment: Losing last year's
grand final when we should have won... after the most
amazing season!
Before a big game I always... Do the last minute dash,
and the token stretch and 1 minute warm up
Favourite meal at HKCC: Willow Room Dim Sum and
Peking Duck, vegetable samosas poolside also a winner
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Name: Emma Tamura
Netball Position: WA, WD (& C in emergencies)
Year joined HKCC: 2005
Number of years playing netball:
since I was 8
Number of children: 2
Most memorable netball moment: Phoenix winning GF
in our first season (2010-2011)
Before a big game I always... need to make a last minute dash...
Favourite meal at HKCC: Sunday Dim Sum
Name: Simone McAuliffe
Netball Position: WA,WD
Year Joined HKCC: 2002
Number of years playing netball:
32 (with a few breaks here and there)
Number of children: 3
Most memorable netball moment: Winning the mixed
netball GF at Uni
Before the big game I always… Warm up
Favourite meal at the HKCC: Wonton Noodle Soup
Name: Joanne O’Reilly
Netball position: GD, WD, GK, WA, C –
anything but shooting.
Year joined HKCC: 2001
Number of years playing netball: –
a very very long time, 30 something.
Number of children: 3

Netball
Most memorable netball moment– 2003 World
Championships in Jamaica, HK vs Cayman Islands, we
won by 3!
Before a big game I always… stretch and make a dash not necessarily in that order.
Favourite meal at the HKCC: Most of them. Rarely
disappointed in any choice.
Name: Katherine Abrat
Netball Position: GK (if you really want me
not to be able to walk for a week post
match, throw me in GD as well)
Year joined HKCC: 2002
Number of years playing netball: A lot, I mean,
really a lot - and 13 of those seasons with HKCC
Number of children: 2 fabulous and crazy girls (Anna, 6;
Jemima, 4)
Most memorable netball moment: The two HKNA
premierships I have been a part of with Crickets and
Phoenix respectively. In the latter case, it was exciting as
captain to have my 4 year old at the time help receive
the trophy
Before a big game I always... try desperately to arrive
early from the office, and mostly fail miserably in that
endeavour
Favourite meal at HKCC: On the current menu: the
deep fried ice cream. What a concept. My true all time
favourites are very sadly no longer available. (1) the
pear, walnut and gorgonzola salad and (2) the salmon
fillet with linguini and tomato cream sauce
Name: Nicole McMahon
Netball position:
Any where but the shooting circle
Year joined HKCC: 2004.... I think
Number of years playing netball:
On and off for too many years
Number of children: 2
Most memorable netball moment: Um......
Before a big game I always: Go to the bathroom!
Favourite meal at HKCC: Peking Duck in the Willow
Room
Name: Cordelia Dyer
Netball Position: Centre Court
Year joined HKCC: 1998 !
Number of years playing netball:
since I was 11
Number of children: 3

Most memorable netball moment: Not one in particular
but mostly remember the games where you gain a buzz
after a fun, well fought game with a great team and with
equally fun and friendly opponents.
Before a big game I always... strap my ankles and look
forward to a great game of netball
Favourite meal at HKCC: always the noodles, any sort
and kids leftovers !
Name: Tory Gladstone
Netball Position: Anything Goal
Year joined HKCC: 2002
Number of years playing netball:
Lots - Since I was 8 but with a gap during my 20's
Number of children: 3
Most memorable netball moment: Phoenix winning
Division 2 (in 2011?)
Before a big game I always… Listen to loud music in the
car
Favourite meal at HKCC: Peking Duck
Name: Kelly Naphtali
Netball Position: GS, GA, GD, GK
Year joined HKCC: 2003
Number of years playing netball: 15
Number of children: 3
Most memorable netball moment:
Beating Black Magic when I played in Devils years ago
(sorry BM!)
Before a big game I always... practise shots
Favourite meal at HKCC: I don't think it is a meal but I
love the Anzac biscuits!
Name: Nerida Rigg
Netball Position: GS or GK
Year joined HKCC: 2010
Number of years playing netball: 3
Number of children:
2 (or 3 including my hubby Riggsy)
Most memorable netball moment: watching Tracee
bouncing all over the court at trials in my first season,
I've never seen someone so talented control a court like
that, and then be so modest afterwards!!
Before a big game I always... Eat a hot cross bun, make
a dash, and pray that my shots are going to go in (not
necessarily in that order!)
Favourite meal at HKCC: Spanakopita poolside (I can
never say it right but it tastes amazing), and the Peking
Duck in the Willow Room
March The Pinkun
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HKCC Rugby Roundup – February 2014
Report from Ben Garland

T

he new Chinese Year of the
Horse signals the business end
of the Hong Kong domestic
rugby season. With just a couple
of league games left, HKCC is well
positioned to be involved in the
knock-out Grand Championship
stages in March 2014 across the top
four senior teams.
At the time of writing (mid February),
the 1XV are sitting pretty at the top
of the Premiership table, on the
same number of league points as
2013 Grand Final opponents, Valley,

Hayden Gordine on his way to crossing
the line – yet again!

so the race past the post will be a
nail-biter!
The 2XV are currently in second
place in National League 1,
sandwiched between HKFC Dragons
and Scorpions, so the “Exiles” are
guaranteed finals rugby action in
early March.
The 3XV are in fourth position in
National League 2, and will have a
tight run in to the knock-out stages,
with the last finals berth being hotly
contested between HKCC, DEA and
Kowloon.

National League 3 is also tight at
the top, with the HKCC “Force” in
fourth position, with Causeway
Bay Pirates breathing down their
necks for that last spot in the Grand
Championships.
Please keep an eye on the Grand
Finals schedule on Saturday 8th
March, at www.hkrugby.com –
hopefully the HKCC momentum
continues and we can be represented
on the big day across the senior
grades.

HK…CC!!

Newcomer Dylan Rogers scores for the
2XV vs. DEA…

…and Joe Li adds the extras

Alex McQueen in close quarters

Pale Tauti winning ball at the back

Paul Dwyer makes yards vs. Valley

New recruit Wesley Wilkins carrying vs. HK Scottish
March The Pinkun
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HKCC Rugby 7's Dinner
Sponsored by J.P. Morgan and Leighton

Join us for a fun-filled evening of great food and fine wines
to kick start the

2014 Hong Kong Rugby Sevens
when we will be entertained by two rugby legends

John Taylor

Thursday 27th March
Aberdeen Marina Club

7.30 pm to 1.00 am

TV commentator, former British Lion and
recently voted Wales' greatest ever no. 7

Justin Marshall

Sky Sports commentator and
New Zealand's most capped All Blacks half back

Dress code : Black Tie or
National Dress
Seats: HK$1,300
Tables of 12 : HK$15,000
To book tables, individual seats, or to
find out more information, please email:

rugby.dinner@hkcc.org
During the evening we shall be holding a Silent Auction, the proceeds of which will go to
Watchdog Early Education Centre, a pre-school centre for children with special educational needs.
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C

H A M P I O N S ! - H KU S a n d y
Bay U14 Girls take inaugural
1 5 - a - s i d e Tr o p h y w i t h
comprehensive 35-14 win over Sai
Kung Stingrays.
HKU Sandy Bay Girls have continued
their impressive form by winning
the 15-a-side Trophy to wrap up
the first half of their season. From
February on, they will be playing
7's format, competing in three
tournaments ending with the All Girls
Championship final at King’s Park in
April.
The team scored first through Outside
Centre, Elise Cachard, with a try
after just 10 minutes of powerful
scrimmaging which was converted
by Skipper Beatrice Laurent. Eight
minutes later, an excellent 5 phases of
forward play followed by slick passing
along the backs saw winger Wing
Lam Yuen stretch her legs and score
between the posts for Laurent to
again convert successfully.
The second half saw a resurgent SKS
storm back with 2 converted trys,
having successfully held the ball up
twice on the try line when Sandy Bay
looked certain to score. This required
two tired teams, having played
50mins in hot sunshine, to play a
further 10 minutes extra time each
way with the score drawn at 14-14.

It was now that Sandy Bay showed
th ei r re a l m ett l e a n d by m o re
aggressive forwards' work and fast
hands in the backs, unleashed Wing
Lam two more times for her to score
her hat trick of tries. The icing was put
on the cake in the closing moments
by Full Back Lindsey Dillon who, after
a brilliant backs move, angled into the
line to wrong foot the defence and
score near the posts. Captain Laurent
was successful with all her kicks giving
her a 100% record.

The 15-a-side Success Story
To complete the tale of 15-a-side
rugby at this level, it's worth looking
back a bit further.
The popularity of rugby played by the
fairer sex has been on a steep upward
trend for the last 4 or five years and
HKU Sandy Bay is leading the way
being the only club in Hong Kong with
enough registered players to enter 2

teams into this year's 15-a-side league
programme.
Further evidence of the rise in
popularity was seen last summer
with the first ever U12, 15-a-side girls'
representative match played between
the Lions and Barbarians (effectively
Island vs. Peninsula) at Football Club,
before the main event in the National
Stadium. This proved so successful,
the New Year's Day tournament, this
year, included the U12 girls for the
first time, something that should
continue every year from now on
in, as more and more players are
attracted to the sport.
To underline how fast Girls' rugby is
growing, just last year at youth level,
they played 12-a-side Rugby and, in
many cases, teams were forced to
amalgamate with other clubs, but
were still only able to field 10 or 11.
This year saw the highly successful
move to 15-a-side Ruby on a full size
pitch with two Leagues of 3 teams,
each playing 3 tournaments followed
by cup, plate and bowl finals held in
January. Next year, judging by the
strength of the current U12 squad,
Sandy Bay should have no difficulty
in once again fielding 2 sides in the
U14s' programme.
Robbie Knight
Head Coach

March The Pinkun
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Squash

Inter-Club match 25th January 2013
HKCC Squash vs Combined LRC & RHKYC team

C

ontinuing our devotion to
furthering competitive squash
at HKCC your committee
decided it was time to throw down
a challenge to our friends down at
the Ladies Recreation Club and also
the Yacht Club. Knowing both have
relatively small numbers we offered
to take on a combined team and
host them afterwards for the first of
what may become a regular Tri-Club
challenge.
The response from our section was
enthusiastic and we managed to
find 22 players to match up with our
opposition. The standard of ability
and range of competitors went from
Division two/three down to the lower
reaches of our section – yes okay,
my level! Or put another way, from
the devotedly fit and competitive
squashies down to the rest of us for
whom squash and any other exercise
is a means to an end, namely, less
guilt when enjoying the social (F&B)
part of the day.
Back to the squash… early on it
seemed we were going to run away
with the victory as we led by as many
as four or five matches half way. But
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then the top seeds started to arrive
and our opposition seemed stronger
in that area so we suddenly found
ourselves almost back to level. But,
I am pleased to announce that the
result was a gamely fought victory to
HKCC, 13 matches to 9.
Using cricket parlance, our middle
and lower order saved the day
while the top order struggled but
that just kept everyone engaged
and contributed to a thoroughly
enjoyable afternoon.
With the kitchen again giving us a
superb curry night, closer to forty
of us stayed on through the evening
and a small number apparently into
the early hours of the morning!
Once again HKCC Squash maintains
its reputation for being a darned
sociable bunch and now it seems
with a steadily increasing ability to
compete at most levels on the court
as well as afterwards (where we have
always excelled!).
Thanks to all who played and helped
to organize. Look out for the next
events and book them in your
calendar!

Tennis
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Table Tennis

Table Tennis Travels
by Christina Lee

W

e recently visited the Museum of Old and New Art in Hobart,
Tasmania and came across two interesting mixed media
installations of table tennis tables.

The pictures at right and bottom are Surplus Value by Wang Jianwei. One
taken from the side and one from the top.
The top one is Gnip Gnop by Laith McGregor. The Museum placed bats and
ping pong balls on the tables and welcomed visitors to try playing on these.
While it was okay to play on Gnip Gnop, it was terribly challenging to do the
same on Surplus Value. Interesting experience indeed!
Some idea for the game in the next Sports Fun Day?!
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March 2014

Food & Beverage

Poolside Café – Greek Night
Friday 7th March
From 7:00 p.m.
• Featuring special Greek menu by Chef Simon.
• Selected beer and non-alcoholic drinks to well match the Greek food.
• Selected wines at irresistible prices for your enjoyment during
the evening.
For table reservations (or more information),
please email fnb@hkcc.org or contact us on 3511 8668.

Function Suites - BANFI Wine Dinner Night
Friday 14th March
7:30 p.m.
Cocktail
8:00 p.m.
Dinner
$638 per Member
$698 per Member’s Guest

Welcoming Cocktail
NV Castello Banfi Brut metodo tradizionale classic
Globe Artichoke encased with Prosciutto di San Daniele
Salad of broad beans, pecorino, balsamic pearls &
Swiss chard cress
2012 Castello Banfi San Angelo Pinot Grigio
Handmade Potato Gnocchi
Shrimp, grilled chorizo, sweet garden peas and cream
2012 Castello Banfi Fontanelle Chandonnay
Crisp Pork Belly Confit
Celeriac puree, roasted beetroot, apple compote and
horseradish cream
2007 Castello Banfi Summus San’tAntimo – Magnum

Castello Banfi Vintners is a family-owned Italian estate
and a leading winery in Tuscany.
In this wine dinner event, we have invited Paolo Fassina,
the wine expert and also the Area Manager of Castello di
Banfi of North Asia to share his experience with us.

Epicure Cheese Plate
2008 Castello Banfi Brunello Di Montalcino - Magnum
Zabaglione with Fresh Berries
Chocolate pollen, raspberry gems & biscotti
2012 Castello Banfi Rosa Regale (Semi Sweet Sparkling)

For booking and enquiry, please contact Marketing
and Events Department on 3511 8678 or email
events@hkcc.org
March The Pinkun
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March 2014

Cocktail Social Hour in March
Thursday, 20th March
Annexe Bar
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
The perfect way to unwind at the end of a long work day and kick off your night
out! Enjoy the variety of tastes of our signature cocktails.
Special Cocktail Offer for the evening. Buy One get One Free!

Wine Tasting Activities
•
•
•
•
•

For Members and their guests aged 18 and above.
Selected accompaniments to be served.
Admission Fee $68 per person per tasting event.
Full refund on wine purchase at the Tasting Party.
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Thursday 13th March
Tasting Evening for March Home Delivery Wine
Friday 28th March (in advance)
Tasting Evening for April Home Delivery Wine

Thursday 27th March – March Theme Wine Tasting by Robert Comte
Robert Comte has been involved in a winemaking adventure for more
than 30 years. He is an owner, grower-winemaker and produces his wines
at Puligny-Montrachet and at Chambolle-Musigny, Cote d'Or, Burgundy,
France.
His domaine: La Truffière produces among the most prestigious wines
of Burgundy.
On 27th, Robert Comte is coming to introduce you a part of his production
that we will have the pleasure to taste: Appellations Villages, Premiers
Crus and Grands Crus. He will talk about different styles of vinification
and growing techniques of his white and red wines and their histories.

Long Room Weekend Lunch
The Long Room is available for lunch enjoyment on
every Saturday, Sunday and Public Holiday.
From March, Chef Simon has revised the Set
Lunch Menu in the Long Room. Available from
$298 for 3 courses.
For any further enquiry or table booking, please feel
free to contact us on 3511 8618, or email fnb@hkcc.org
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Function Suites –
Sunday Family Lunch Buffet
9th and 23rd March
$238 per person
$150 per child (age 3 – 12)
For booking or enquiry, please contact us on 3511 8668
or via email events@hkcc.org

March 2014

Beverage Promotion

Food & Beverage

Beer Bucket

available in all outlets!

Craft Beer from New Zealand
Hopwired I.P.A.
It was said that HopWired is the first bottled
New World India Pale Ale made with NZ grown
pale ale malt and 100% unique NZ hops.

Philippines
San Miguel
$27 / Bottle
$110 / Bucket
of 5 Bottles

The Kiwi hops used in HopWired produce
something more like a tropical punchbowl: passion fruit,
limes, oranges and Sauvignon Blanc grapes to name but
a few.

New à la Carte
Menu available
from March
New dishes shall be available from 1st March.

Sunday Roasts for March
$108 per person
Children’s price (3 – 12) $88 is available
at Sportsman’s Bar
March
2nd
Loin of Spanish Pork with Crackling and
Apple Sauce
9th
Shoulder of Australian Lamb
16th Beef Wellington with Red Wine Sauce
23rd Baked Gammon Ham with Honey and Mustard
30th U.S. Wagyu Rump with Yorkshire Pudding
All served with soup and vegetable accompaniments.

Chef’s Specials in March:
Boston Lobster
三月精選 : 波士頓龍蝦
$350 per piece (around 500g)
上湯焗龍蝦伊麫
Boston Lobster and E-fu Noodles in Supreme Soup
蒜茸豆腐開邊蒸龍蝦
Steamed Boston Lobster and Bean Curd with
Minced Garlic
豉椒洋蔥香爆龍蝦 ( 煎米粉底 )
Sautéed Boston Lobster with Onion and Black Bean
Chilli Sauce, accompanied by pan-fried Rice Noodles

12:00 noon to 2:30 p.m.

12.30 p.m. to 3.00 p.m.

For enquiry, please call 3511 8668 or
email fnb@hkcc.org
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Thursday 1 May 2014
12 Noon - 5:00 p.m.
The Ground
includes Grand Buffet, Drinks, Inflatables,
Games Booths, Cultural Counters,
DIY and Entertainment of all kinds …
Member
$610 per Adult / $400 per Student
$350 per Child (age 3-12)
Guest:
$720 per Adult / $500 per Student
$440 per Child (age 3-12)

From now until 31 March, enrolment for Members ONLY
For any guest booking, first come first served basis
starts on 1 April; each Membership Account
is entitled to book for a maximum of 6 guests.
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Children’s Movie Time
Sunday 2nd March
The Flying Machine
!
Function Suites
ushion
C
a
g
in
From 12 noon Br
$25 per Member; $30 per Member's Guest
(including popcorn & two boxes of juice per child; one
bottle of beer per adult!)
Open to Children 6 years & up.
Sunday 6th April
(Please check the coming eNewsletter for the film title.)
Special gift will be available for Registered Child

In Celebration of International
Women's Day - Ladies Night
Thursday 6th March
7:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Function Suites
$248 per person
(including a dinner)

"A Personal Guide on
the Queen's Private Diamond Collection"
by Adrian Dickens
Dress Glamorously

St. Patrick's Day - Lunch Buffet
Sunday 16th March
12:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Function Suites
$248 per person
$188 per child (age 3-12)
Includes Irish Fayre, special Irish drinks and
Irish Dance performance
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Spring Bazaar
Tuesday 18th March
10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Function Suites
Free Admission
For vendor stall rental enquiries,
please contact Janice Lo on
hkccevents@hkcc.org

Easter Pottery
Sunday 30th March
12 Noon - 2:00 p.m.
Function Suites
$220 per child*
(including ONE pottery item and refreshment)
*Child must be accompanied by an adult
Make Easter gifts for your friends and family.
Additional items can be purchased on the day.

Children’s Movie Time
Sunday 30th March
Outdoor Fun
ion!
h
s
Function Suites
u
C
ing a
From 2:00 p.m. Br
$25 per Member; $30 per Member's Guest
(including popcorn & two boxes of juice per child;
one bottle of beer per adult!)
Open to Children 6 years & up.

Colouring Competition Colour these two giraffes

Children’s Fun Corner
January / February Pinkun:
Kids’ Funtime
Join the Dots and Colour

Age Group 1
Aanya Gupta
Lucy Tsui
Sophie Callow

Age Group 2
Michelle Lee
Georgia O’Brien
Scott Kirk

Winners of Decorating the Horse

Closing date: Wednesday 19th March
Entry forms for this Competition are available at Reception or
scan the QR code to downlaod

Age Group 1

Age Group 2

Julienne Chong
Valerie Ng
Cate Jackson

Jacqueline Chong
Isabel Mellor
Charlotte Adams
March The Pinkun
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HKCC Private Race Boxes
Join the famous Hong Kong Derby & AP QEII Cup in the Club's Private RACE BOX.
For further details and booking, please contact Members Service Department on 3511 8678 or email: events@hkcc.org
Racing Fixture:

March

April

1 Mar
5 Mar

Sat
Wed

Sha Tin
Happy Valley

9 Mar
12 Mar

Sun
Wed

Sha Tin
Happy Valley

* 16 Mar
19 Mar

Sun
Wed

Sha Tin (HK Derby)
Happy Valley

23 Mar
26 Mar

Sun
Wed

Sha Tin
Sha Tin

30 Mar

Sun

Sha Tin

2 Apr
6 Apr
9 Apr

Wed
Sun
Wed

Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley

13 Apr
16 Apr

Sun
Wed

Sha Tin
Happy Valley

21 Apr
* 27Apr
30 Apr

Mon
Sha Tin
Sun Sha Tin (AP QEII Cup)
Wed
Happy Valley

* Special Race Meetings with additional charge for guest badges and catering package

Social Bridge Night
Social Bridge night on every Monday from 7:30 p.m.
in the Chater Tavern.
To enrol on the weekly e-mail notification,
please contact:
Andrea Nye nye@netvigator.com
Kim Farbrace kimfarbrace@gmail.com
Ling cwling25@yahoo.com
As space is limited, please email your registration early
to avoid disappointment.

Please scan this QR Code for on-line
booking or contact Club Reception
for further information.
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Annual Staff Party will be held on Monday 3rd March 2014.
• The entire Club will be closed at 5:00 p.m.
• Dot Cod Seafood Restaurant & Oyster Bar will be
closed at 5:00 p.m.

Recent DVD Releases
LEE DANIELS’ THE BUTLER (inspired by a true story)
Cecil Gaines rises from the cotton fields of Georgia and heads to Washington. By the time he
reaches the White House in 1957 during the Eisenhower Administration, he’s as shocked as any
of us would be to be thrust into the nation’s innermost circle, the trappings of world power all
around. Forest Whitaker stars as the Butler with Oprah Winfrey, his wife, Gloria, working mightily
to hold the family together. A bevy of stars play the US Presidents of the period.

BEHIND THE CANDELABRA
Spanning the 40 year career of Liberace (Michael Douglas), virtuoso pianist, outrageous
entertainer and flamboyant star of stage and television. In 1977, a handsome young stranger,
Scott Thorson (Matt Damon), walked into the star’s dressing room and so began a tempestuous
secret relationship which lasted 5 years.

BLUE JASMINE
A 2013 American drama, written and directed by Woody Allen, telling the story of a rich
Manhattan socialite (Cate Blanchett) falling into poverty and homelessness. Jasmine
disembarks in San Francisco from a flight taking her away from her old life in New York and
arrives at her adopted sister’s cluttered apartment in a poor part of the city. Flashbacks to
Jasmine’s former life and complicated San Francisco relationships ensue.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Based on the true story of the 2009 hijacking of the US container ship, Maersk Alabama, by
Somali pirates. Captain Phillips (Tom Hanks) is taken hostage. In the ensuing stand-off, Phillips
and Muse (pirate captain) find themselves at the mercy of forces beyond their control. Plenty of
thrilling action.

DOWNTON ABBEY – The London Season
Continuing through the summer season, Cora’s mother, Martha Levison (Shirley MacLaine)
makes the journey from New York with her playboy son, Harold, fresh from his recent brush
with the law. Plenty of high drama upstairs and some, downstairs.

LAST VEGAS
This is the story of Billy, Paddy, Archie and Sam, best friends since childhood. When Billy, the
group’s sworn bachelor, finally proposes to his 30-something girlfriend, the four head to Las Vegas
with a scheme to stop acting their ages. However, things do not go as planned-even better!
Michael Douglas, Robert De Niro, Morgan Freeman and Kevin Kline play the “Rat Pack”.

March The Pinkun
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BURNS NIGHT 2014
Saturday 25th January

“

There is absolutely no truth in the widely held view that Burns’
Supper is a Scotsman’s ‘heart starter ’ after Hogmanay. No!
Emphatically not! Any decent, traditionally minded Scot will have
fully recovered from his respectful greeting to the year’s birth at least a
week before he pays homage to his national poet.
Burns’ Supper is one of the world’s most unique ways of commemorating anyone, particularly a poet, who wrote
in the obscure dialect of English, known to those erudite Members in the Top Bar as Lallans and to the rest of you
as Broad Scots…
Ian McKinnon, The Chieftain, February 1987 Pinkun.
In the seventies and eighties, Burns’ Supper was celebrated in various private clubs and hotels in Hong Kong.
Hailing from West Calder – West Lothian, Bill Conway, then Club General Manager, and several other Club Scots
decided that it was time Hong Kong Cricket Club followed suit. In 1986, the Club held its first homage to the Poet,
Robbie Burns, featuring home-grown speakers and performers – a Piper, Accordionist, Fiddler and Singers.
Ever the traditionalist, Bill insisted on serving a big bowl of Atholl Brose – a brew of Scotch (of course!) Whisky,
Oatmeal, Cream, Honey and Egg. The Head Bartender was carefully instructed on the correct way of blending
these components – and woe betide any slips from the recipe.
Burns’ Supper celebrations have continued at the Club, almost without a break since 1986, in late January, and
enjoying the administration of Chieftains and participation of excellent speakers and entertainment.

Speakers for the Evening
The Selkirk Grace
and Reply From
The Lassies
Chieftain,
Shirley Adrain

Address to The
Haggis
Andrew Hall
Toast To The Lassies
Gareth Wooler
The Immortal Memory
Sandy Dudgeon
Piper
Rory Gemmell

Music –
The Hong Kong
Ceilidh Band
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Chinese New Year Celebration

(Mini Fair & DIY - Welcoming The Year of the Horse and Spring Lantern Riddles)
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Chinese New Year Fiesta
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St. Valentine’s Dinner in the Long Room &
Wine Dinner in the Function Suites
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GYM News

Why are acid reflux medications one of the best
selling medicines in the developed world?
Why do we have such a high calcium intake, yet some of the lowest bone density in the world?
How can a 0 calorie diet soda make you fat?
Well, in this article I will try to answer these points for you.

F

irst of all, we can categorise
every food and beverage into
two categories. They are either
Acidic or Alkaline (or somewhere in
between).
Alkalinity and acidity are measured
in terms of pH (potential hydrogen)
ranging from 0 most acidic to 14
most alkaline.
Now, let's consider the following
examples on the pH scale.
Stomach acid
Average soft drink
Coffee
Water
Blood
Seawater
Baking soda

1
2.5
3
4
7.35-7.45
8.5
12

Ideally, human blood should be
slightly alkaline (7.35-7.45). Your
body will not allow this value to
change and if it did - you would die.
Your body has built in mechanisms
w h i c h b a l a n c e t h e p H o f yo u r
blood. These include: respiration
(breathing), urination, perspiration
and mineral depletion.
This is all well and good. However,
the trouble begins when the body
has to work overtime to maintain this
balance. This is usually due to the
over consumption of acid forming
foods, as well as unhealthy stress.
Acid forming foods?
Typically, we consume much more
acid forming rather than alkaline
forming foods and beverages. We
consume a lot of soft drinks, coffee,
alcohol, high fructose corn syrup,
sugars, meats and processed foods,
just to name a few.
In addition to our unhealthy food and
beverage choices, we live in a world
that keeps speeding up, potentially
leading to high levels of stress, which

also increases acidity.
Food and beverages run the gambit
of the pH scale.
There are a few basic rules- animal products are generally acid
forming:
- ice cream - milk - cheese
- beef - pork - chicken
- lobster – shellfish - fish
- fruits and vegetables and primarily
alkaline forming:
- snow peas – lettuce - broccoli
- spinach - pumpkin - asparagus
- tomatoes - cabbage - sweet potato
- oranges - grapes - cherries
- mangos - banana - grapefruit
- lemons - limes
Right. I know what you're thinking!
Ben has got this backwards! Lemons
and limes are acidic! - right!?
Well, let me clarify.
The classification of whether or not a
food or beverage is acidic or alkaline
is actually based on the effect it has
on the body after digestion.
eg: lemons in their undigested form
are highly acidic. However their
end-product after digestion is more
alkaline - lemons form alkaline in the
body.
A simple way to make a glass of
water alkaline forming would be to
put a slice of lemon with it.
Let's have a look at where a few of
our favourite drinks fall on the pH
scale.
Soft drinks
Beer
Coffee
Wine
Tea
How about water?:
Distilled
Spring
Mineral

2.5
3.5
3.5
3
4
6.5
7
3

- another general rule is: the more
processed the food, the more
acidic it will be. However, just
because a food or beverage is
acidic, doesn't mean it's unhealthy.
- blueberries and walnuts are both
acid forming foods, but have
huge health benefits. It's more
important to pay attention to the
overall trend. If you know you
will take a hit on an acid forming
food, it's not so bad if you know
that particular food has great
nutritional value.
Remember when I said "We eat a
diet rich in acid forming foods"?
- lets look at some typical meals.
- how about a burger, French fries
and a soft drink.. Or a steak,
baked potato and a glass of wine,
how about bacon, eggs, baked
beans and a cup of coffee. Not to
mention what a post booze kebab
or curry must look like.
These foods push your body into an
acidic state.
Let's bring this all together - what
happens when your diet is too
acidic?
As previously mentioned, your body
is constantly putting mechanisms
in place to maintain a balanced
pH - when your body has to work
overtime to maintain balance, the
trouble begins.
As the blood becomes too acidic
(less than 7.3), mechanisms kick in
to bring the blood pH back to about
7.4, the breathing rate increases to
remove carbonic acid by exhaling
carbon dioxide.
The kidneys increase the acidity
of the urine - minerals begin to be
leached out of the body and the
blood pH is quickly back to normal.
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This is good though isn't it!? The
body will sort itself out!
In short. No! When you do this to
your body, it has to compensate
for the acid producing foods and
stress. So your body uses alkaline
forming minerals such as calcium,
magnesium, iodine, potassium and
sodium. These minerals are meant
to be used for much more important
things than just counteracting a poor
diet. I will touch on those important
things very soon.
Let's look at some health problems
related to an acid forming diet and
high levels of stress. One of the
world’s fastest growing medications
are those which relieve acid reflux
-these medications relieve the
discomfort, but do they really treat
the problem?
How about you ask yourself WHY you
have acid reflux in the first place.
Acid reflux medications simply
introduce alkaline forming
c o m p o u n d s i nto yo u r b o d y to
counteract the increased acid formed
as a result of your diet.
What can I do?
You can drastically improve your
health simply by improving the
quality of foods and beverages you
consume.
The U.S has one of the highest
calcium intakes in the world, yet
has some of the poorest bone
health when compared with other
countries. However, a number of
other countries, including Hong
Kong, have seen similar patterns in
recent years. Why?
If we are consuming enough calcium
to keep our bones healthy, what's
the problem? Well. When the body is
forced to leach alkaline minerals such
as calcium (which should be used for
bone health) to neutralise the pH of
your blood, your bones will suffer
the consequences.
One of the major causes is the
overconsumption of acidic beverages
such as soft drinks, coffee, wine,
beer.
"Oh, but it’s okay if I drink diet coke!"

...... Classic! I regularly hear this
phrase and some of these people
will have 3 or 4 in a day! I've actually
heard of a few people having up to
10 diet soft drinks in a day - well why
not!? They are Zero calories right!?
- what if the very thing you thought
was helping you keep weight off was
actually causing you to put weight
on.
How?
Diet soft drinks as well as regular
soft drinks contain phosphoric acid.
Phosphoric acid is right next to
battery acid (sulphuric acid) on the
pH scale. Constantly flooding the
body with such acidic beverages, as
we now know causes the leaching of
many important minerals.
We discussed the leaching of calcium
and the effect on bone health. Now
let's talk about iodine.
Iodine helps support the function of
the thyroid gland. The thyroid gland
plays a major role in regulating the
body's metabolism. Iodine helps
to support the healthy functioning
of this very important gland - in
fact, without iodine, the thyroid
gland will barely operate. An under
producing thyroid gland causes your
metabolism to become sluggish
which can lead to weight gain - and
that is how diet soda can make you
gain weight.
So how do I balance my body's pH?
Simple
2 things: R&R and a good diet.
First - rest and recovery - make time
for yourself, perhaps get more sleep.
Try and get some down time each
day. Put your problems in perspective
and realise a couple more hours at
work may be really damaging to your
body (not to mention other aspects
of your life).
Secondly - diet. Try to increase your
intake of alkaline forming foods and
less acid forming foods. Personally,
during this experiment, I cut my
meat intake down to two meals per
week and, as a huge meat eater, this
seemed like a tough task, but I felt so
good, I have stuck with it.

Check your pH as I have been doing
since beginning this experiment in
December (some of you may have
seen my results). All you need is a
heap of litmus strips - you can get
these from the local dispensary and
measure the pH of your saliva or
urine, much like back in science class.
As a quick note, the pH of your saliva
or urine should range between 6.87.2.
I have attached a food target within
this article to help you take the
guesswork out of this simple lifestyle
choice.
Be creative with your food, it can be
a lot of fun to make something tasty
from simple, fresh produce. Don't
let time be an excuse, I wrote most
of this article while making a tomato
soup from scratch.

“Eliminate blame, guilt, and worry
from your diet and watch your health
improve.”
Charles F. Glassman
Benjamin
Simpson
Hong Kong
+852 92741230
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Taverners’ Diary
Christmas Eve 2013 v. Shek O Strollers
Report by Kieran Hale

A

man is at his finest towards
the finish of the year; He
is almost what he should
be when the Christmas season’s
here; Then he’s thinking more of
others than he’s thought the months
before, And the laughter of his
children is a joy worth toiling for.
He is less a selfish creature than at
any other time; when the Christmas
spirit rules him he comes close to
the sublime...

• K. Hale got two extra spokes to his
batting wagon wheel, raising the
tally to 3

Shek O Strollers:
• Surfi 34
• Jeremy 33
• Becks 32
• George Lamplough 3/28
• R. Coate 2/13

Edgar Guest

• P. Orrick received a lesson in
humility when he suggested to the
umpire, already on his 5th pint of
Christmas spirit, that he might have
been a tad wrong with the ‘wide’
decision

Over a sumptuous feast of what I
believe to be Roast Swan served on
gold platters, speeches were made,
(some more intelligible than others)
and man-of-the-match was awarded
to K. Hale for no other reason than it
was his turn.

Taverners' tradition decrees that on
Xmas Eve, we welcome back to The
Gap, Shek O Strollers for The Chukka
Trophy.

• Marina received a sense of paradox
having bowled the perfect delivery
for LBW, but given NOT OUT...only
then to watch dad appeal for an
LBW on a delivery going to first
slip....given OUT!

I would personally like to thank Shek O
Strollers and Taverners for their
generosity in our charity drive, this
year collecting a record amount for
the Children’s Cancer Foundation for
which they are truly grateful.

• General Manger received acclaim
fo r h i s p ro a c t i ve atte m p t to
ensure a quiet Xmas at the Club by
preventing access to all other than
Military Spec vehicles with the new
speed ramps.

A n d f i n a l l y, a s t h e s u n s e t o n
another splendid day of cricket at
The Gap, news was received that
Marina Lamplough, age 14 years,
has been chosen to represent Hong
Kong in the ACC Women's Premier
2014 Tournament in Bangkok, from
11 – 18 February 2014; genuine
recognition for Marina’s remarkable
talent and commitment to the sport.
Congratulations to Marina and the
Lamplough Cricketing Dynasty. It was
indeed a perfect end to a perfect day

In keeping with the Season of good
will and mid-term awards:
• George was presented a Gold Star
for imaginative writing, ensuring
his kids managed enough days off
school for medical appointments,
guaranteeing Taverners always
have a quorum;
• Shek O Strollers received
recognition for apparently
attracting a mass influx of new Shek
O residents, all coincidently cricket
players currently representing HKU
and Lamma;
• Ta v e r n e r s w e l c o m e d a
wicketkeeper with skills beyond
enthusiasm and longevity;
• Cameron McAuslan and Bernard
Poon received a warm Taverners'
welcome;
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• Giacomo was rewarded with a
team member of similar age so
at last he could have some real
dialogue ….innit bruv!
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And so to the Game. In keeping
with the spirit of Xmas, this is how
I remembered it.
Both teams displayed a remarkable
example of disciplined batting,
t i g h t , a c c u ra t e b o w l i n g a n d
athleticism in the field.

Notables
Taverners:
• K Hale 59
• Giacomo Lamplough 39
• R. McDonald 31
• Asiri 4/27

In return, My gift to you all, the
shortest report in Taverners history.
(Message from John Freeman - “And
the winner was?”)

Cricket

Fathers v Sons & Daughters New Year’s Day 2014

I

t’s a new dawn. It's a new day.
It’s a new year. It’s a new life …
I cheated a bit on will.i.am, but
you get my meaning. It is especially
satisfying at the age of 64 to think
of each new year as a new life
and St George the Evangelist-cumEnthusiast would have us all believe
that there is no better way to start a
new life than with a game of cricket.
So on the 1st of January 2014,
daughters, sons and fathers took
the field at the Gap for what was
one of the least contrived and
most competitive games since the
inception of this fixture.
Life lessons are shared between
parents and children, especially in the
process of playing cricket. Learning to
smile in adversity, win and lose with
equanimity and consider yourself
a success, no matter the outcome,
were all scenarios which unfolded
during the day.
Winning the toss is crucial to the
outcome of a game of cricket, or so
it would appear, if you watched the
recent two Ashes series. There was
no coin available, only a numbered
locker key. Captain of the fathers
suggested the Captain of the children
g u e s s t h e n u m b e r o f t h e ke y.
Natasha asked what was the range
of numbers – Doug seeing a chance
to use his life experience, asked
Grocer how many lockers there were
– about 100 apparently –100 to 1
seemed like good odds to Doug! St
George stepped in immediately to
level the playing field and said the
locker number is either 63 or 64.
Now, if you are at all Chinese you are
not going to choose ‘luk-sup-say’. The
fathers unanimously voted to field in
the warm midday sun and hope to
be in the showers around 4:30, when
it would turn a little frigid and joints
would stiffen, muscles tighten and
synapses stop functioning.

The unfairness grew
exponentially when
Anshuman and Giacomo
were promoted to early
parenthood as the Ant Man
and Jacky Mo. Not only
were the parents old, but
many needed assistance
with laces, glasses,
d i re c t i o n s t o t h e ga t e
onto the ground, let alone
doing something as coordinated
as bowling, throwing or hitting a
moving ball with a lump of wood.
Gary and Jacky Mo opened the
bowling to Cameron and Shiva.
Cameron loved his dad’s bowling
and was well prepared to retire
after 1 over. Shiva’s surrogate dad,
Jacky Mo, hit him on the helmet,
under the ribs and then took out all
3 stumps with an inswinging low full
toss. Some might say it was brutal.
Some might say, it was just unfair
to open with the Enforcer. I am sure
Shiva felt pretty mad and sad but
didn’t show it. The fielding skipper
and Shiva’s surrogate dad felt pretty
uncomfortable but in cricket, we
all know that out means ‘on your
bike’, and if there was to be a proper
match, there was no turning the
clock back.
Cameron and Raag easily picked off
their dads’ bowling to each retire
on 30. The Ant Man was bowling
straight and getting the odd ball to
jump off a length making his left
arm medium pace awkward for
the right hand batsman and so it
proved for Nick Murray who had
flown back specially from RSA to play
in this game. Not to be outdone,
Jhatha, Natasha and Abraham were
unbothered by the guile and skill of
Subbu, Rodney and Doug, and all
retired to watch their batting unfold.
What was looking to be a massive
total was fortunately slowed by the
younger children who were well able

to resist but at the same time unable
to tonk their dads around the park,
as the older children had done. A
total of 209 looked way too much for
ordinary parental batting.
The youngest parents, Ant Man and
Jacky Mo, would be required to haul
in the total and both showed some
classy shots. Raj and Dave Murray
were also retired and Grocer ’s
contribution of 19 was not allowed
to go unnoticed by the man himself.
Doug Jones and Sean Robson were
each bowled by their sons who,
contrary to parental instructions,
bowled at the stumps! It took until
the final over for the parents to
overhaul their children – happy to
have won but happier to see their
boys and girls perform so well. Abe
Jones was awarded MOM, for his
30*, catching and fielding and clean
bowling his father. Of course, bowling
Doug is something which George has
never accomplished!
Natasha not only displayed great
leadership by example on the field
but also guided the enthusiasm
of her players and ensured that
everybody was involved and enjoyed
the game.
As a spectacle it was a great
celebration for everybody of a new
life, in the New Year!
Doug Jones
1st January 2014
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Advertisements

One quarter page Colour Ad $1500
One quarter page B/W Ad $750
One third page (horizontal) Colour Ad $1100
One third page (horizontal) B/W Ad $550
One sixth page Colour Ad $700
One sixth page B/W Ad $350

20% discount for MEMBERS ONLY
For more details,
contact pinkun@hkcc.org

We collect and deliver your car
FREE OF CHARGE (Subject to distance)
We provide good quick repair service at reasonable prices

Our Competitive Labour Charges:–
From
Lubrication Service

$

Tune Up Engine

$

190.00
720.00

Engine Decoke & Grind Valves

$

2000.00

Engine Overhaul

$

5000.00

Brake System Overhaul

$

1000.00

Clutch Mechanically Overhaul

$

1500.00

Air Condition Freon Recharge

$

400.00

Alternator Overhaul

$

600.00

Starter Motor Overhaul

$

600.00

A L L R E PA I R S W I T H T H R E E M O N T H S G UA R A N T E E

Our Business Hours
8am-6pm, Mon-Sat & Public Holiday
Our 24 hrs. Emergency Towing Agent
“We Tow Towing” 6128 0999
Please call us at 2565 6166 FAX: 2856 1047
E-mail address: fookie@netvigator.com

FOOKIE MOTORS CO. LTD.
Shop 7, G/F, Paramount Building,
12 Ka Yip Street,
Chai Wan, Hong Kong.
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Pet Help

DOG FIGHTS!

I

f there is one thing that can spoil
a pleasant walk out with your
dog, it is getting involved in a
fight… not you, but the dog!
The Hong Kong legislation regarding
walking dogs states that any dog
over 20kg in a public place (country
parks excepted) must be on a leash
no more than 2m long. However,
it is not just dogs larger than 20kg
that can start a fight, stray dogs are
never leashed, dogs can free run in
country parks and some dog owners
are oblivious to the aggression that
their dog shows to other dogs and
people…..unfortunately, dog fights
are commonly seen in Hong Kong.
I rarely see a dog hit by a car, but I
regularly see dogs that are victims of
an attack!
If your dog happens to be involved
in a dog fight - don’t panic, don’t
yell and don’t scream at the dogs,
as this can work them and any other
humans around into a frenzy! If two
dogs are fighting, DO NOT put your
hands anywhere near the head of
either dog to try to grab a collar to
separate them. The dogs will not
differentiate between your hand and
the other dog and it is a guarantee
that you will get bitten. Get one
person to grab a back leg or a tail of
each dog and pull them apart this
way. Be firm and swift in doing this!
Dog fights are quite ferocious and
a lot of damage can occur in a very
short time. When an attacking dog
bites, the teeth sink in and puncture
the skin. Bacteria from the mouth
is “injected” into the flesh. With
the victim’s skin in the mouth, the
attacking dog then pulls back and
shakes the head. This tears the skin
away from the underlying muscle.

Bleeding fills the space with blood
and bruising occurs in the damaged
tissue. A dog on the attack makes
this manoeuvre VERY quickly and can
snap and bite many times in a few
seconds.

It may not look too bad - but,
Canine skin heals over very quickly,
so within days, the puncture hole
may be closed and the clotted blood
and bacteria are trapped. Clotted
blood is an ideal medium for bacteria
to grow, so an abscess beneath the
skin can form quite quickly. This will
then cause the dog to have a fever
and within a short time start to feel
very unwell. If the bite is deeper
than just skin, the chest or the
abdomen can be punctured and the
internal organs damaged - this is an
emergency!
All dog fight wounds should be
seen by a veterinarian soon after a
fight. The vet can assess the level
of damage - from superficial skin
lesions to deep penetrating wounds
involving the organs. The dog may
also need to be treated for shock.
It is one of the situations where we
always use antibiotics to try to avoid
abscess formation.
If an abscess has formed, then
surgical lancing and drainage of the
abscess followed by antibiotics is
usually required. This procedure
m o st o f te n re q u i re s a ge n e ra l
anaesthetic.

The obvious way to avoid your dog
getting in a fight is to keep it on a
leash! Avoid areas where stray dogs
are known to lurk. Encourage all dog
owners to leash their dogs in public
places (it is the law if the dog is 20kg
or more). Uncastrated male dogs are
naturally more prone to fighting as
they have the instinct to mark and
guard their territory. Beware of this
type of dog when walking your dog!
If your dog tends to be aggressive
towards other dogs, then consider
walking it with a muzzle and start
remedial training ASAP. Your legal
liability is high, especially for a known
aggressive dog! Make sure everyone
who walks the dog; you, your spouse,
your children or the helper, can
properly handle and control the dog.
Remember your dog should not be a
liability to you!

Dr Lloyd Kenda

BSc(Psych) BSc(VetBiol) BVMS(Hons)
MRCVS MACVSc(SASurgery)

Valley Veterinary Centre
G/F 15 Yuen Yuen Street
Happy Valley
Hong Kong
25752389
www.valleyvetcentre.com.hk
info@valleyvetcentre.com.hk
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That's History

C

elebrating his 90th Birthday, Dwin
Bramall browses the “150* Not Out”
HKCC Anniversary Book forwarded
to him by the Club. Note watercolour in
background. We also sent him the record of his
ton achievement as published in the Hong Kong
Cricket Association Handbook 1975-76 season.

F

ield Marshal Lord Edwin
Bramall, popularly known as
Dwin Bramall, was Commander
British Forces (CBF) in Hong Kong
1973-1976. He is now retired and
lives in Surrey, England, recently
celebrating his 90th Birthday. A
near neighbour and former Member
of HKCC, 1956-1961, Patrick Lloyd,
alerted the Club of this occasion.

Cricket played a large part of Dwin’s
life whilst in Hong Kong and he was
naturally a member of the British
Forces (Army) team. One of his
cherished achievements is that on
15th March 1975, he scored the last
century (112* against Witherers,
Saturday League) on the Club’s
Chater Road ground, before the
move to The Gap.

“Being at the age of 51, I did not
expect to reach the 100 mark in that
innings. Having scored 50, I took
a Yahoo at the next ball and sent it
straight up in the air to descend into
the hands of a young army officer
who, mindful of his promotion
prospects, dropped it! I took this
as a portent and, batting more
responsibly, reached a total of 112
not out.”

From the HKCA Handbook 1975
SATURDAY LEAGUE BATTING – 70 or more runs scored by a Batsman
in an Innings
		
RUNS
AGAINST

VENUE

J. Rhodes ….............................. St. G.
161
With
A
J. Sharman …............................ CCC
129
St. G.
H
G. Richardson …....................... Cru
124*
Isl
H
B. Willson …............................. RAF
123
Nom
A
D. Beecroft …........................... CCC
118*
Isl
H
Sir Edwin Bramall …................. Army
112*
With
A
		(This was the last League century scored at Chater Road)

DATE
5.10.74.
12.10.74.
15. 3.75.
1. 2.75.
30.11.74.
15. 3.75.

Furthermore, he claims with pride that Lindsay Hassett batted there the following week but did not get a ton!
Dwin Bramall was also an accomplished water colourist. Hanging over the mantelpiece in his home is a rendition of
the Chater Road ground and surroundings.
(Lord Bramall was President of the MCC and Chairman of the International Cricket Conference, 1988-89.)
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